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Letters
just a
thought
Having purchased all past
papers for M246 and M336
I suddenly realised since I
didn’t have the answers,
how would I know if I was
getting it right?

Last year for M203 a
tutor produced excellent
answer sheets for a small
fee to OU charity.

Please can some other
tutors provide this service?
As OU students work alone
it would be excellent extra
support.
Louise Candy
Manchester 

In the last few years the
prison service has severely
restricted computer access
to prisoners. Thus, those of
us wishing to attain a
degree, in order to keep
us sane and become more
marketable on return to
society, are retarded from
the outset.

The OU must go multi-
media as this is the future,
but need it make tapes
obsolete and restrict the
university’s accessibility in
the process?
Paul Manfredi
Market Harborough

My friends talk to me in a
different way now they
know I’m a student. I talk
to my friends in a different
way now I’m a student. 

This must be the effect of
learning. But why didn’t
the university tell me about
the effects when I joined?

Something like a small
card to slip in my pocket
which would say:
1) Learning is addictive; 
2) Knowledge is a mixed
blessing, and 
3) Expect change.
David Coles 
Hounslow 

Sesame’s June/July (209)
news item of poet James
Berry’s honorary doctorate
gave me a thrill which only
a fan can experience.

James Berry’s poetry
inspired my Caribbean
poetry project for A421, and
Dennis Walder’s committed
guidance provided the rest.
As James Berry gave his
‘many, many deep-feeling
thanks’ for his honorary
doctorate, I give my humble
but equally ‘deep feeling
thanks’ to the OU for the
departing A421.
Isabella Tongue
London

I wonder if there are any
OU students who, like
myself, would like to see
the OU offer a course in
creative writing? It’s a
popular topic but there are
few places to study it at
present and those writing
schools that do exist are
prohibitively expensive.
Geraldine Gibson
Berkhampstead
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Whoever had the bright idea of having a
separate residential school with 10 points
for the science courses such as S327 and
S324 was brilliant.

But who decided to charge residential school
fees to OUSBA accounts in June rather
than at the beginning of the year? This has
quadrupled my monthly direct debit payment
from £22 to £83 per month for the rest of the
year.  

I understand some people don’t book 
residential schools until later in the year – but

for those of us that booked early why could this
not have been added to OUSBA accounts at the
beginning of the year? 

What the OU is effectively doing is discour-
aging people on low incomes who fall just
outside the award threshold from doing resi-
dential schools. 

Has anyone else had this problem and, if so,
what does the OU intend to do about this, if
anything?
Lisa Kerr
Enniskillen

An OUSBA spokesperson said the decision when to start charging for a course is
taken by the faculty. “We will react to anything the faculty wants but we don’t have
any control over when they want us to charge.” However she said they would now
pursue this with science.

OUSBA fees quadrupled 

I have lived with schizo-
phrenia since my twenties
(I am now 55) and though I
have had periods of being
relatively well, it has not
been until the last few
years, since the advent of
newer more effective treat-
ments, that I have felt that
I really have my life back. 

Back in 2000, with pounding
heart, I rang the OU. At the
time I thought I would have to
pay, and had no clear idea of
how I would find the money. I
also had no idea of the help
and support I would receive. 

I applied for course A103
An introduction to the
humanities, and discovered
to my amazement that I would
be offered an award to cover
my fees. 

I am now in my second year
and doing course A206. I think
if more people with mental
health difficulties knew of all
the help and support they
would receive they might
benefit more from the Open
University. I can’t thank those
at the OU enough for the
remarkable change for the 
better in my quality of life.
Maureen (full name supplied)

Surrey

The OU recommends 60 points of study per year whereas
full-time study is 120 points which is equivalent to full-time
study at other universities.

If a student contacts the OU regarding full-time study they will
be discouraged. In a number of cases, if this is not done tactfully
and carefully, it can lead to frustration and disappointment.

However, some OU full-time students are now beginning to say
that a supportive approach would be far more beneficial.
A student will achieve their potential in a considerably shorter time
– this being an important consideration for many. At the same
time, the OU will attract more students and more revenue.

The OU argues that there is a high drop out rate amongst this
group. This drop out rate could certainly be reduced if the OU gave
this group full support. This could be achieved by having a
dedicated OU staff member who would look after full-time
students.

Those of us who have been or are successful full-time students
know that despite what the OU says, successful full-time study is
definitely possible.
Anita Whitehouse
Peterborough

It is very demanding to take on this amount of study, and
whilst some students who have few other commitments
and are used to studying may be able to cope, many
others will find it difficult, so the university does not
encourage students to take 120 points of study in a 12
month period. Students who do decide to take 120
points will have the support of their tutors, and their
regional centre will advise them of other support
available locally (and self-help groups may be particularly
helpful). It is not policy to assign a dedicated support
person to any student over and above their tutor but
regional centre staff are there to support all students.

Hugh  Walmsley, Secretary for Students, Quality and
Standards, replies

Full-time success
is possible

Last year I completed
the final year of my
degree course with DU310
Environmental policy in
an international context.
As always when a TMA
is due, I was looking for
something that was more
important than actually
starting to write and I
recalled a snippet I had
read in Sesame regarding
the Earthwatch Millennium
awards.

In March of this year I was
awarded a place on the
Earthwatch expedition ‘For-
ests of Bohemia’. Just six
months earlier I had been
studying the ‘Black Triangle’
and now I would actually be
taking part in a scientific study

monitoring climate and atmos-
pheric deposition in the Jizera
Mountains in the Czech
Republic.

When February 2002 arr-
ived it seemed strange not to
be anticipating the arrival of
the first batch of course mate-
rials. I have had time to reflect
on how much my life has
changed since I first started to
study with the OU.

I would like to take this
opportunity, through Sesame,
to let all those people just
embarking on their studies
with the OU know that even if
they have no real idea of
where they see their course of
study leading (as was the case
with me), opportunities do
arise.
Carol Sullivan, Marlow

I am a little annoyed by Steve Nicholl’s views presented in
Fifth Column (Sesame 209).

I am in my third year with the OU, and fully committed to my
studies. I attend as many tutorials as I can. My commitment does
not ‘dissipate when it comes to tutorials’. What am I supposed
to do if I cannot get anybody to look after my children? There have
also been occasions when I have missed a tutorial because I have
had to work. I feel sure that there are many other people in a
similar situation.

I also seem to fall into the group described as ‘disinterested
souls’ because I am reluctant to contribute in a tutorial. I
simply do not have the confidence to be vocal. This does not mean
I get less from tutorials, on the contrary, I am boosted when I
realise I was along the correct lines and feed on the enthusiasm
of fellow students and tutor.

I end with a broad-based appeal to all students to attend
tutorials and to all students to be sympathetic to the needs and
circumstances of fellow students.
Angela Hampton
Leicester

Tutorial boost

Quality
of life

Sesame 209 reports the
award of lottery cash to study
“Overcoming Social exclu-
sion”. Here’s a start to the
OU study for free!

I’m in the third year of an
MSc in Mathematics, but
have been on long-term sick-
ness benefit for six or seven
years. The OU itself provides no
funding at all to Masters
degree students. OUSET came
to my rescue but this is funded
purely by other students, is a
very small fund, and there is no
guarantee that they can do so
again.

To someone like me, who is
often in hospital for a week or
two, the flexibility of OU study is
ideal, but imagine how I will feel
if I am stopped short in my
studies because I have no
money.
Stephen Bennett
London

Student support funding
is targeted to those who
could not study because
they could not afford to. It
gives these individuals a
chance to obtain a
qualification that may
enable them to secure or
improve their employment
prospects.

The government only
provides fee waivers for
undergraduate study for
this reason. The
university cannot meet 
postgraduates’ demands
from its own funds.

Although not eligible for
fee waivers, some
postgraduate students in
financial difficulty can
apply for Hardship
Funding for living and
study costs.

Anita Froud, Assistant
Registrar, replies

Money is
still a
barrier to 
learning

OU study leads
to expedition

I read Dorothy Davidson’s letter (Sesame 209) concerning
her friend’s failure in the exam for AA316 with interest. I
failed AA305 last year but I have been offered a great deal
of support.

First, I telephoned the regional centre who told me what would
happen in the following year, then I received a call from OU 
support offering advice and encouraging me to ring if I had any
problems. 

My tutor from last year has also been most helpful and in July I
have been invited to attend an examination workshop. 

I know that failing an exam is a disheartening experience but
my praise for the OU is even higher than before I failed.
Susan Field
Weston-Super-Mare

Support is out there

Letters extra – page 4
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BSc for child prodigy
Stephen Brooks’ mother knew he was

a child with an unusual talent when
he was seven and asked for a bed

time story – Stephen Hawking’s A Brief
History Of Time.

Three years later he was taking his maths
GCSE, three years after that he passed his A-
level and when he was 16 he started a degree
at Oxford University. On top of all of that he
has just become, at 18, the Open University’s
second youngest-ever graduate.

Stephen himself does not think he is any-
thing special. “It’s difficult to say when I knew
I was particularly good at maths, because I
have been ever since I can remember,” he says.

“I was aware very early that I was frustrat-
ed with the maths I learned in the lower years
at school, because it’s only when you get past
A-level that you really begin to understand
what the subject is all about.”

Stephen’s mother Dee is quick to point out
that he was never forced to do any studying.
“When he was about 13 and deciding how to

approach his degree, we had to restrict the
number of Open University courses he want-
ed to do because it would simply have been too
much for him to take on. He was so keen it was
difficult to stop him.”

Stephen, whose family moved to Oxford
during his studies, chose the OU because he
agreed with his parents that to attend a
conventional university at 13 would have been
detrimental to his development. But as he
neared the end of his course he did end
up doing his OU and Oxford degrees simulta-
neously.

“I finished my first year at Oxford as my final
OU year began,” he says. “It worked quite well
because Oxford has such long summer holi-
days. 

“It’s really strange, though, having done all
that studying at home, to go to Oxford and find
no course materials as such. If I miss a lecture
I have to scratch around trying to catch up with
the notes. I’m used to the OU, where all the
materials are there all the time.”

Euro tune hits
wrong note

The university’s decision to end the
playing and singing of the National
Anthem as the finale of graduation

ceremonies has posed a tricky question –
what will replace it?

The decision to scrap the 30-year-old
tradition in Golden Jubilee Year was taken
before the beginning of the 2002 round of
ceremonies by VCOM, the university’s senior
management team, who decided it was ‘no
longer an appropriate piece’, according to a
statement from the university’s Awards and
Ceremonies office. They say the university is
not alone in its decision to say goodbye to God
Save the Queen.

“We have noted that it [the National Anthem]
is no longer played at many other public events
and occasions the way it was some years
ago,” says the statement, sent in response to
students’ enquiries.

But the replacement of God Save the Queen
by Beethoven’s Ode to Joy, the anthem of the
European Union, which happened at the
first ceremony of the year in Torquay, sparked
a mixed reaction from ceremony attenders
which has caused the university to re-think –
again.

Ode to Joy has in its turn been scrapped for
the rest of this year’s graduation ceremonies
and only a piece of processional music, such
as the Trumpet Voluntary, will be played to
accompany the platform party as it leaves at
the end of the ceremony. 

However this is a temporary measure until
the university finds a suitably “rousing” piece
of music which can be played to close the
ceremony, hopefully in time for the 2003
graduation season. 

A small number of students have written to
the university to complain. Among those
taking issue with the scrapping of the National
Anthem was Sesame reader Vera Walker, who
commented: “This country does still have a
Queen, and it is my opinion that while the Royal
Family survives then also should our long held
tradition of rounding off important occasions...
with God Save the Queen.”

Jo Durward, Student Services Manager
(Ceremonies) said: “Playing Ode to Joy instead
was not an attempt to be controversial or
political, we just felt it was a very rousing
piece of music which expressed the right
sentiments.”

She said the university is looking for an
appropriate piece of music to end ceremonies
on an uplifting note. “We want something
students will be comfortable with, to make it a
memorable day for them.

“We have already had suggestions, includ-
ing that we commission a special anthem for
the Open University, but this is not a cheap
option, nor a quick one.”

Awards and Ceremonies also pointed out
that God Save the Queen has never been
played at ceremonies in Scotland or Ireland
and in Wales God Save the Queen has been
played alongside the Welsh National Anthem
until this year.  At ceremonies in Ireland and
Europe Ode to Joy has routinely been played.

By Yvonne Cook

Urgent – if you think you may be entitled to
claim credit points through studying with a
professional body, do it before the end of the

year.
This is the message from the OU’s Credit Transfer Centre who

say students who delay may end up with less or no credit
as a result of changes in the credit transfer system with the
publication of new national guidelines.

“As a result of the publication of national ‘level descriptors’,
Open University Validation Services is reappraising the credit
given for these courses,” said Wendy Kattan. 

“Previously all were given credit at Level M, which is post-
graduate level, but after December 31 this will no longer be the

case. Not only can we not guarantee they will be given credit at
postgraduate level, we cannot guarantee there will be credit
available at all, in some cases.”

She added that even if a course is re-appraised and receives
a higher credit rating no-one need lose out by claiming credit
now. “They can always ask for a re-assessment next year if they
think they will do better,” she said.

Although the credit points awarded at Level M are postgrad-
uate level, they can be counted towards undergraduate
courses, she explained.

The professional bodies whose courses are involved in the
credit reappraisal are: Institute of Healthcare Management;
Chartered Institute of Marketing; Chartered Institute of Personnel

and Development; OCR (for the Diploma for Teachers of
Learners with Specific Learning Difficulties); Naval Recruiting
and Training Agency (Royal Navy Initial Staff Course); the
Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals; The
Dyslexia Institute; Association of Science Education; Teaching
Company Scheme; The College of Guidance Studies; Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (Advanced Diploma
in Business and Financial Management); Chartered Institute of
Certified Accountants (for Certified Diploma in Accounting and
Finance).

Latest information about the reappraisal will be posted on the
credit transfer website at: wwwwww..ooppeenn..aacc..uukk//ccrreeddiitt--ttrraannssffeerr, or
call 01908 653954 for more information.

Claim credit for professional courses
The university is looking for a new piece of music to play at graduation ceremonies

Stephen Brooks: family had to curb his enthusiasm for study Picture: Newsquest (Oxfordshire) Ltd.
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Letters extra
Two letters in Sesame 209 provoked a particularly strong response: Laura Richardson’s
suggestion that ‘scraping through’ shouldn’t be sufficient; and de-motivated David
Whitmore’s plea for proof that OU study can help with achieving career goals. 

A selection from both postbags appears below.

In nine years of study with the
OU there have been times when I
felt like giving up. I am very
glad I never succumbed. 

All the employers I’ve worked for in
that time have acknowledged the
effort needed to study with the OU:
many colleagues and business
associates have been OU students
themselves. 

So please Mr Whitmore, don’t give
up unless you really have to. The
OU is taken seriously, by all but
a tiny minority who don’t have any
conception of what an OU degree
entails.
Charles Colbourn
York

I am an OU graduate and have an
MEd from the OU. I also tutor on
T171 You, your computer and the
net. 

Whilst I was doing my degree I found
it very easy to get work. I gained confi-
dence from my studies and employers
were always impressed – especially if
they had done a course themselves.

I work at the Royal National College
for the Blind where I am involved in
researching and developing ICT/ILT
for visually impaired learners – a
lot more worthwhile than the adminis-
trative jobs I was doing before I gained
my degree. 
Shirley Evans
Hereford

As a member of staff at Imperial College and
studying with the OU I consider myself in a unique
position to supply an answer to the big debate
as to the comparison of the quality of degrees
obtained from a conventional university and the
Open University. 

I am currently studying towards a degree in
Information Technology and Computing, of which
Imperial College offers a degree very much along the
same lines. The content is no different and the
subjects are studied to the same academic level.

In reply to Laura Richardson – scraping through occurs
as much at a conventional university as at the OU.
Further, people doing OU degrees have various other
commitments. Scraping through does not devalue a
degree, as the final results of degrees are graded.

Danny Harvey, Hillingdon, Middlesex I have just finished reading Laura Richardson’s letter and have to
admit to feeling very hurt by her comments.

I am one of the average students that she referred to, and I also ‘work
my socks off’. Unfortunately unlike Ms Richardson I am not a straight A
student. 

I do not expect to gain the same employment as the high flyers, but to be
able to show that I have the discipline to commit to six years of study and
to show that I gave my best effort.

I would like to wish Ms Richardson all the best in whatever high-flying
job she chooses, but don’t forget that all us simple personal and research
assistants have worked extremely hard as well.
Julie-Elizabeth Haslam
Wrexham

After struggling with the loss of seven family members in one year, two house
moves, three young children and a disability, I accept my grades could be
better.

But I took on my studies knowing life could be cruel, but also that I would do the best
I could at all times. This is something I have done and I am extremely proud of myself
for continuing to study.

Laura is not accepting the diversity of OU students. This is something that should be
welcomed, not destroyed.
Kiren Khosa, Aberdeenshire

I completed my OU studies through six
years of hard grind while bringing up two
children on my own. My sole aim was that
one day I would get a more interesting job. 

I am now working for my local newspaper as
a commercial feature writer which also includes
writing arts reviews and ordinary feature
writing and I love it. I would not have got this
job without my degree and, being a glutton for
punishment, am now halfway through studying
again with the OU for an MA in Humanities. 

Without my OU degree I would never have
had the confidence to apply for the job. It has
given me confidence, self-awareness, the tools
to criticise and debate, plus, I hope, an enor-
mous understanding of the world we live in.
Anne Morris
Salisbury

I am concerned that Laura
Richardson’s letter may demor-
alise some other students.

I am an associate lecturer for
S103 Discovering science and have
taught for, and am still employed
by, a ‘traditional’ university. All
universities produce graduates who
have just passed their degrees. To
suggest that OU students should
meet a higher standard than other
new graduates seems to be giving in
to the ‘persistent prejudice from
employers... etc...’ 

The OU is rightly proud of being

open to all, and this has to include
those who may be studying for inter-
est rather than the qualification.
There should be room for all levels
of study within the OU. The level of
achievement reflects so much more
than a grade, and much depends
on individual circumstances, prior
educational experience, and so on.

Please don’t decry the effort that
it can take to score 40 per cent, for
some people this is a major achieve-
ment, and should be celebrated. 
Sue Scarborough
Nottingham

I read Laura’s letter with absolute disbelief.
The fundamental reason for many people join-
ing the OU is for them to enhance their
education to a higher level, no matter what their
academic background. 

I say to all students out there, ignore letters like
this and enjoy your studies. Remember you have
achieved just by taking part.
Dave Stanistreet 
Rendlesham, Suffolk

Sharing our successes

Let us celebrate our efforts

Mandi Holt’s letter in Sesame 209
on the difference between studying
with the OU and studying at a
conventional university reminded me
of the miserable time I spent during
my abortive course at Brunel
University 12 years ago.

I’m a poor mixer and the noise and high
jinks of the warden-less student resi-
dences were nothing but a horror to me.
I found the lecturers, with some laudable
exceptions, a remote and arrogant
breed for whom everything was too much

trouble. I remember going to see one to
discuss a problem I was having – he said
he would only answer my question if I
asked it during a lecture!

Contrast this with the OU: the peace and
calm of being able to study at home, and
the lecturers willing to give you their home
numbers and give up their evenings to
talk to worried students. As far as I’m
concerned, the only thing these two
experiences have in common is the word
‘university’.
Geoffrey Brown, Shrewsbury

OU study: a class of its own

OU students – certainly those
involved in business studies – are
often derided by students of
‘proper’ MBAs. The low levels of
online contribution and tutorial
attendance, combined with incred-
ibly low ‘pass’ thresholds, do
nothing to change such opinions.
In my own industry this perpetu-
ates the myths that MBAs come
from the USA, are for Managing
Directors and cost $30,000 plus. 

I recognise that not all students can
achieve high marks, not all students
are highly motivated, and these two
factors don’t necessarily coincide. But
I thought the OU ethos was about
universal access to education rather
than to qualifications. 

This isn’t a complaint – I would
never revert to a bricks and mortar
university. But I would like to have the
fruits of my 20 hours’ study each week
recognised by colleagues and to study
with equally motivated students.
David Porter
London

If you would like your society to be featured
in a future Spotlight please send details to
Sesame@open.ac.uk  Tel: 01908 652451.

The Open University Chapel Choir was formed in 1987
by Philip Baxter, an OU tutor, inspired by a Cathedral
Choral Evensong unit that formed part of the early

Arts foundation course A100.
The Choir was founded for singing tours of Anglican

cathedrals and churches as students on the course expressed
a keen interest in this aspect of choral music. Although
the course is no longer part of the OU syllabus, the OUCC has
continued to expand its church music experience by meeting
two or three times a year in various parts of the country
to sing services – mainly Choral Evensong, but often a
Eucharist where this has been appropriate, and an
occasional Matins. 

A French tour in Normandy, based at Rouen, was tried in
1991. This proved so successful that a pattern evolved
whereby the Choir alternated year by year, one year in
France and one in England. These French tours were
usually of a week’s duration. Philip relinquished his
directorship of the OUCC in August 2000 to set up a separate
choir for French tours – the French Cathedral Singers – and
the OUCC continued under new management for English
tours only. 

performance

The Choir now meets twice a year for residential long
weekends at appropriate venues in different parts of the
country, rehearsing and singing music for services in
cathedrals, parish churches and university chapels. Enquiries
are welcome from those who appreciate church music, have a
good voice and good sight-reading ability; a weekend is a
short time in which to learn a lot of new music to a good
performance standard. There is an average turnout of 30-35
singers for each event.

A wide range of music has been sung over the years – 
from Responses and Canticles to Mass Settings and Anthems.
The Choir has travelled extensively, in fact every year
from 1987 to now. Venues include York Minster (1988),
Normandy – Rouen, Vereux & Le Bec (1991), Caen, Lisieux,
Sees, Bayeux and Coutance cathedrals (1993), Bolton Abbey
(1998) and Cheltenham College chapel (2001) – to name a
few. The musical director of the Choir is Colin Ashworth and
administrator is Rex A. Whitta. For more information email:
Rex.Whitta1@btopenworld.com 

OU Choir:
a rich
tradition

Members of the Choir on tour
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News News in brief
Certificate for A103

Women’s finances targeted

Historical winner

TV awards triumph

Women with degrees earn on average 12 per cent less than
their male counterparts – but they fare much better than
women without degrees who earn on average 37 per cent less
than men over their lifetime. 

This is according to research carried out by the government’s
Financial Services Authority. It has recently launched a
campaign to encourage women to improve their financial
planning after its research also revealed that women, partic-
ularly older ones, are much less likely to have adequate
savings for retirement. To address this the financial watchdog
has produced Piling on the pounds. For a free copy call the
FSA Helpline on 0845 606 1234 quoting reference OE1 or visit
the website: www.fsa.gov.uk/consumer.

Researching women and work in turn-of-the-century Arklow,
Ireland, not only put Mary Heaslip in touch with her great
grand-parents, who appeared in the 1901 census. It also helped
win her the social sciences course prize awarded to the OU
student who achieves the highest results in the module
Studying family and community history despite starting
with the lowest entry qualifications.

Mary, from County Wicklow, is the first Irish recipient of the
award. She said: “I particularly liked this course because I was
interested in finding out about the history of ordinary people
but needed training in research methods.”

Two BBC/OU science programmes won awards at the Royal
Television Society Educational Awards on Wednesday June 12.

Passion for Science, a series of 90-second programmes
celebrating the passion, hard work and joy of amateur science,
won the Campaigns and Seasons category. While Wild Moves:
Water & Air, produced for S324 Animal physiology, took the
Vocational Training award. 

Mars mission boost
for medical research

A new Certificate in Humanities is to be awarded to all those
who have successfully completed A103 An introduction to the
humanities since the course’s introduction.

The news has been welcomed by those who canvassed the
Arts Faculty about its original decision to offer the award only
to students who completed A103 during or after 2001. 

Explained the faculty’s Rachel Miller: “We had a number
of queries when the information went out and the Pro-Vice-
Chancellor agreed the award should be backdated. We moved
very fast, given the number of students who were interested.”

Said Middlesex student Gillian Graham-Harvey: “After nearly
four years of study with the OU and without any certificates
as yet to show for my labours this award will spur me on.”

The EasyWeigh for TMA

The Mars mission team Beagle 2,
based at the Open University, is
celebrating after being given

£2.6 million by the Wellcome Trust
biomedical research charity to
develop their miniaturised space
equipment for medical use.

If successful, it could mean medical
equipment that now fills a room could
be small enough for doctors to carry to
accident sites or remote locations.

The team, which is headed by Professor
Colin Pillinger of the OU’s Planetary
and Space Sciences Research Institute
(PSSRI) is currently building a mass
spectrometer and a gas analysis kit. This
equipment package will be used by the
Mars lander vehicle Beagle 2 to look for
elements and gases on the martian sur-
face which may yield evidence of life. 

To fit it into the Beagle 2 the PSSRI
scientists have had to reduce the entire
equipment package to just five kilos
in weight, which is the equivalent of
shrinking a family saloon to the size of a
glove compartment.

challenge

PSSRI head Professor Colin Pillinger
said: “One of the biggest challenges of
Beagle 2 has been to compress all the
paraphernalia which normally fills half a
room.

“While developing the idea we began
to realise all the possible applications
which might exist, especially in medical
areas where instruments need to be
small, portable, robust and sterile.

“We began to think about the ‘per-
sonal’ mass spectrometer, a sort of
mobile phone for analysts, and we are
delighted that the Wellcome Trust has
had the vision to back this concept.”

Among the possible medical uses for a
mini mass spectrometer could be to
monitor a patient’s breathing at, say, a
roadside accident. They can also be used
to investigate the molecular make-up of
cancer cells and detect which are the
more dangerous. Portable machines have
the potential to speed up medical
research as scientists would have instant

access to the equipment rather than
having to book time in a lab to use a full-
size spectrometer.

The three-year Wellcome Trust
funding also means the Beagle 2
scientists will continue to work together

as a team beyond the life of the space
mission, which is due to blast off in a
year’s time and to land on Mars around
Christmas 2003. 

For more on Beagle 2 see: w w w .
beagle2.com

The Open University has closed its drop-in informa-
tion centre in Athens, Greece, following a review
of its services which indicated the centre was not

cost-effective.
The university says services to students will not be

seriously affected by the move, as the Greek co-ordinator Julie
Oldroyd will still be available by phone and email for the same
hours as before. The information centre premises at 22
Anagnostopoulou will be retained by the university and used
for tutorials, open events and advice sessions.

There have also been recent changes to tutorial arrange-
ments with the closure of the tutorial centre in Athens. Tutorials
held there have now been shifted to the Anagnostopoulou office.

But there have been complaints from students in Greece who
say the university will lose prestige and students as a result of
the changes.

Those unhappy include Alexandra Mattheou and Alice Anne
Demosthenous who have written to Region 9, which is respon-
sible for the administration of the OU in Continental Western
Europe, saying that students were caught unawares by the
changes which  have “caused dismay”. 

“The OU office provided a much more subtle role than that
of dispensing information,” say the pair. “What the office

provided was a service to existing students and, more
importantly for the university, to prospective students.”

Peter Regan, Assistant Director, Regional Student Services,
said that although the centre in Athens had ceased to operate
a drop-in facility, a day had been set aside when enquirers could
have face-to-face interviews by appointment. 

Keeping the office open to all comers was not efficient, he
said. “Because the office is central a lot of people just drop in
off the street and we have spent quite a lot of time giving
people basic information which they could have got by reading
the prospectus. We had something like 2000 enquiries a year
but the proportion of those actually registering as a result is
quite low.

“We decided it would be better to set aside one day a week
for interviews by appointment. All other services stay the same. 

“We will be monitoring the figures to see if there is any
downturn.” He also said that there has been no change in the
level of tutorial provision.

Julie Oldroyd told Sesame: “It is a great shame for the
OU that the office is closing. Having an office in central Athens
is good for the university’s image. However, in terms of the
OU’s activity in Greece I do not see there is going to be much
difference.” 

The OU has 628 students in Greece, around two thirds of
whom live in Athens. In contrast to other European countries
a high proportion are nationals of the country.

Athens centre closes

Professor Colin Pillinger with a conventional spectrometer (behind) and the miniaturised version (front)

By Yvonne Cook

Put the right postage on your TMA with a free EasyWeigh from
the Royal Mail. This handy cardboard device, which can weigh
letters from 20g to 100g, is available from: www.royalmail.
com/easyweigh – and may save your tutor a trip to the Post
Office to collect an envelope with insufficient stamps. 

Round-Britain walker Alison King has died. Alison and
partner Martyn, who became her husband at Christmas,
featured regularly in Sesame during 2000-2001, after
giving up their jobs to embark on a 5,200 mile, two-year
trek around Britain’s coast. They met at an OU geology
residential school, where Alison was a student and Martyn
a demonstrator. 

Despite being diagnosed with a brain tumour Alison was 
determined to finish the walk, which raised £7,500 for the
RNLI. Said Martyn, who intends to work at this year’s school
in Durham: “We saw a lifetime in less than four years and it
was all happy.”

Bookfest in Edinburgh
Can writers make a difference is the provocative theme of an
OU-sponsored discussion featuring John Simpson, Andrew
O’Hagan, Deborah Moggach and Blake Morrison at this year’s
Edinburgh International Book Festival. The event takes place
on August 21 at 7.30pm, ticket price £8.

The only academic institution to be involved with the 2002
festival, the OU in Scotland is also sponsoring a discussion
with Carl Djerassi, inventor of the pill, on August 19 at 1.30pm,
price £7. Full programme details: www.edbookfest.co.uk .

AAlliissoonn KKiinngg
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Update

Education professionals with an MA in Education from
other universities who want to earn a Doctorate of
Education from the OU will soon be able to enter its

programme more easily.
Previously such students had to complete two modules of the

OU MA before being eligible to apply for the EdD. But future
candidates can enter the EdD Part B course with a Masters in
Education gained elsewhere.

The Faculty of Education and Language Studies says the
move gives “appropriate recognition” to research carried out
by entrants outside the OU and, it is hoped, will attract more
students with MAs from other institutions.

However, their external Masters must have included a course
in educational research equivalent to E835 Educational research
in action, which forms part of the OU Masters degree.

Prospective OU entrants will be able to choose their area of
study from Curriculum, equity and assessment; Language and
literacy; Inclusive education/special education; Child develop-
ment; Developing lifelong learning; Educational management and

leadership; and Teacher development and professional learning.
Some of this year’s Open University EdD graduates enjoyed

a special celebration before receiving their doctorates at
London’s Royal Festival Hall. Dissertations completed in
2001 included: Angela Major, the nature of appraising in music
lessons; Patricia Moore, ways of teaching and learning in GNVQ
programmes; Maureen Watkinson, effective support in an LEA;
Curran de Bruler, the effects of a competence-based approach
to the training of teachers; Kathy Radley, the teaching of
drama in secondary schools; Vicky Obeid, how children who
are fluent Portuguese-English bilingual speakers become
biliterate; Caroline Pontefract, the impact of in-service in dis-
course practices in the Kenyan primary classroom; Graham
Fisher, special educational needs and teachers’ professional
development; and Roger Norgate, headteachers’ perspectives
on why children with challenging behaviour are rejected from
schools for children with severe learning difficulties.

For further information on the 2003 EdD telephone
020 7431 1048.

Why don’t our trains run on time? Studying a new
Masters-level course involving technology policy and
an understanding of relevant research could throw
light on this mystery.

Technology policy and innovation research (T890), which
is available from November, will form part of a planned
research training Masters, the MSc in Technology Strategy
Research. But it may also be of interest as a stand-alone
course, says Stephen Potter of the T890 course team:

“The central aim of the course is to develop a critical
and evaluative understanding of research approaches on
the social implications and shaping of technology and
innovation,” he said. The 30-point, six month course is
particularly suitable for those thinking of doing research
but wanting to get a better understanding of what is
involved. 

As well as technology policy analysis, areas covered
include design and innovation studies, environment and
development and organisations and institutions. Tutorials
will be via the FirstClass conferencing system so a com-
puter is essential. For more information call 01908
653231.

Students in Yorkshire received a boost when local com-
panies awarded prizes for those who had achieved the
best marks in their first year of study. 

The Yorkshire Awards, now in their 20th year, were
handed out at a recent ceremony at the county’s OU regional cen-
tre in Leeds to coincide with the national Adult Learners’ Week.

Those who received a certificate from OU Vice-Chancellor Brenda
Gourley and a cheque from the sponsoring company were: Alex
Perkin, 35, from Doncaster, for Level 1 Mathematics; Allison Harris,
36, from Beverley, for Level 1 Social Sciences; Amina Dawoodji,
from Dewsbury, for Level 1 Science; Angela Collins, 37, from
Beverley, for Understanding health and social care; Corine Deliot,
38, from York, for Languages (Level 1 Spanish); John Potter, 41,
from Doncaster, for Level 1 Arts; Leonie Smith, 24, from Pudsey,
for Management; Ron Simpson, from Hull, Level 1 Technology; and
Sandra Harris, 40, Leeds, for Level 2/3 Science and Technology.

Two graduates were also honoured. Tracey Payne, a 36-year-old
primary school support assistant from Harrogate, received the
Yorkshire Open University Graduates’ Educational Trust Award
for achieving a BSc (Hons) in Social Sciences. And Virginia
Anderson, a 55-year-old retired clerical officer who left school at
15, was singled out for the Association of Open University Graduates
Award for achieving a BA (Hons) in Humanities. 

Companies and organisations which donated the prizes includ-
ed the Yorkshire Post, BUPA Care Services, Gripple Ltd, Syngenta,
Scarborough Building Society and McCormick Tractors.

Changes open new
route to doctorate

Class of 2001 at the Royal Festival Hall

RReesseeaarrcchhiinngg
tteecchhnnoollooggyy
ppoolliiccyy

Yorkshire
winners
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News
Grads will
re-shape law
A“very significant milestone in legal

history” has been passed with the
graduation of the Open University’s

first law students, according to Cherie
Booth, QC.

Speaking at a ceremony to honour the 107
graduates who have just received their LLB
(Bachelor of Laws) degree, Ms Booth said that
she expected the influx of  OU graduates to
influence the legal profession in the same way
they had earlier influenced fields like science,
geology, astronomy, psychology, sociology and
computing.

“The traditional model of a good law student
is a very narrow one in respect of gender, age,
ethnicity, social experience and social inter-
ests,” she said, adding “the wider the social
experience of those learned in the law, the bet-
ter for both the development of the law and for
clients and scholars.”

Urging graduates to put their law degrees
to use in serving society, she continued: “For
many this will mean becoming a solicitor or
barrister, but for others it will mean corporate
or local government work, legal work with
charities or further legal scholarship and
research. 

“It is worthy of note that some of the great-
est people of vision and reforming capability
of the last millennium, like Sir Thomas More,
Mahatma Gandhi and Nelson Mandela, have
been lawyers.”

The OU is now the largest law school in the

UK, with nearly 3,000 registered students, said
Professor Gary Slapper, its head. It was
launched almost exactly five years ago in con-
junction with the College of Law, at an event
also attended by Cherie Booth.

The first batch of OU law graduates range
in age from their 20s to their 60s; some are
planning to enter the law as a profession, some
hope to apply their legal knowledge to work in
a different sphere; some were studying for
interest. Sesame spoke to a few of them at the
ceremony at the Commonwealth Club in
London:

Victoria Scoble had a longstanding ambition
to become a solicitor, but there was what
seemed an insuperable problem – she had no
degree, no A levels, no GCSEs. Following a
serious neck injury in a car crash at the age of
10, she could not attend school and had lessons
with a private tutor at home, but missed out
on a great deal of her education.

“I wanted to train in the law but with no
education I thought that was it,” she told
Sesame. “Then I saw an advert for the Open
University’s new law programme, which said
you didn’t need any qualifications. I thought
‘this is my one and only chance. I have noth-
ing to lose and everything to gain’.”

Studying full-time at home Victoria, 28,
achieved her LLB degree in three years, even
though when she started she didn’t know how
to write an essay: “I rang up my first tutor and
said ‘can you tell me what I have to do to write
an essay?’ There was a dead silence on the
phone – then he was really, really helpful.”

As a successful OU law graduate Victoria
has a guaranteed place at the College of Law
which she will take up in September, where
she will spend a year studying full-time.
Following that she already has a two-year
training place organised with a firm where
she can pursue her particular area of interest,
commercial law litigation. 

Ian Birnie’s law degree has helped him in
preparing the evidence for a high-profile
murder case, he says. A Detective-Inspector
with Grampian Police who sponsored his
study, Ian, 39, started his OU degree studying
technology but switched when the law pro-
gramme was launched because law was more
relevant to his work. “I now have a far wider
appreciation of the legal side of things,” he
said. He hopes his law degree will help him in

developing his interest in European policing.
“The police force today is not just concerned
with our own little areas, we are looking to
develop strategies Europe-wide, even world-
wide.”

Dr Karen Blessing had some trouble finding
time to study for her law degree – as Scotland’s
only skin pathologist her expertise is much in
demand. Karen, who lives in Aberdeen but
works at Glasgow’s Western Infirmary,
specialises in the diagnosis of melanoma, a
type of skin cancer. “As an expert I sometimes
get asked to defend people in medical negli-
gence cases, and I have found the law degree
relevant to this,” she said. 

More information about studying law is
available at: http://oubs-courses.open. ac.
uk/law/

By Yvonne Cook

Cherie Booth (centre) meets the Vice Chancellor Professor Brenda Gourley (left) and Gary Slapper (right), head of the
Law Programme

Twins Rocky and Aman Nti, 10, experiment with volcanoes in the Earth Sciences area

Ladies who lunch – Arts Faculty staff

take a break Open Day always boasts something
for everyone – including the
thousands who want information
on OU study seen (above) at South
Region’s course choice fair, and
(left) in the Cedar Lawn marquee
Front page picture: Muddles
Children’s Theatre Group enjoy the
drama of a game of football
between performances

Guest entertainers included the Seewen Brass Band from Switzerland

The old and
the new –
Alex Nikel of
Woad Works
Morris
Dancers tries
ringing the
changes
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Tools to help with exams

It’s summer at last: the long light
evenings, school holidays, the
garden in bloom, sun shining –

well, let’s not get carried away.
Still, it can be a difficult time to
keep studying and an easy time to
say ‘the hell with it’ and give up.  

But that might just be premature. A
small survey a couple of years ago
revealed that nearly half of the stu-
dents who withdrew between July and
October had already done enough on
continuous assessment to have passed
their course by just passing the exam.
Of course many of them may well have
wanted more than just to pass. Some
may have had other excellent reasons
to withdraw. But I suspect that some
may have been the victim of mid-course
blues, lost their motivation and with-
drawn unnecessarily.

motivation

Losing motivation can affect every-
one – I remember passing a door in a
Walton Hall corridor (*it was the Vice-
Chancellor’s actually) that had a
sign on it – ‘Please do not disturb – cur-
rently suffering Loss Of Will To Go On’. 

So if you’re suffering from LOWTGO
what can you do?
● Check your progress. If you’re not
sure what you’ve still got to do to pass
then do check on the unofficial ‘Marx’
website: www.marxonline.org.uk (if
you haven’t access to the inter-
net contact Study Support at your
regional centre who’ll be glad to advise
you). You just enter your grades so far
and an estimated exam score and the
program will work out what you’ve still
got to do to pass (you’ll probably be
pleasantly surprised).
● Remind yourself about your
motivation. If you’re wondering why
you’re still slogging away then it’s often
helpful to get back in touch with your
motivation. Talk it over with your fam-
ily, friends, tutor, other students, your
regional centre, even your boss, and
remind yourself why you
took this on in the first
place. You’ll find you’re
not alone in feeling like
this from time to time.

anxiety

● Deal with ‘Study
Stress’. Another reason
students drop out at this
time of year is the sheer
stress of studying. It’s
particularly hard to 
concentrate when the
demands of the outside
world are greater than
ever. Loss of concentra-
tion can lead to anxiety
about study which can
lead to study stress
which leads to even

worse concentration and so on in a hor-
rible downwards spiral. If you feel
yourself getting study stress here’s a
few ideas that might help:
● Relax. Try the occasional physical
relaxation when you’re studying – lean
back in your chair, let your arms dan-
gle by your side, breathe out and say
‘stop’ to yourself. Then carry on when
the stress has dripped out of your fin-
gertips (ugh!). Or just go for a walk. 
● Negative thoughts. Everyone has
‘negative thoughts’ – “I know I’ll never
understand this”, “I’ve not got enough
time” and so on. What you need is a
‘coping thought’ that contradicts the
negative thought – “I’ve understood
tougher stuff than this”, “I’ll just make
the time” and so on. 
● Lower your sights. I sometimes
wish that I could change the OU’s motto
– it’s ‘Learn and Live’(or ‘Learn and/or
Live’ as one of my students alleged).
I’d change it to ‘Perfectionism is the
Enemy of Progress’. You don’t have to
learn everything and assignments don’t
have to be perfect. So stop worrying
about it – skip what you have to and
Get the Thing In. And don’t think of that
as skiving – it’s ‘Strategic Study’ and
very respectable too. 

welcomed back

But if none of this works for you and
you decide to withdraw then always
remember that withdrawals are never
held against you, they don’t appear on
your final transcript of studies and you
are always warmly welcomed back. As
a colleague said to me, “ The only way
to get out of the OU is to die. Even then
we only put in a change of address…”

*alright, no it wasn’t
Ormond Simpson works in the Open
University in the East of England Regional
Centre. He has just published a book
Supporting Students in Online, Open and
Distance Learning.

I am not quite sure how it
happened but I am an OU
student again. I completed

my degree in 1998, studying a
range of arts subjects. Already
I am hooked again, but this time
I am studying a course from the
technology programme. 

Although I have changed disci-
plines I still have the same concerns
and anxieties; and when the exam-
ination timetable arrived the same
icy hand gripped my stomach. There
and then I promised myself that this
time I would prepare earlier and
better.

My new-found confidence with
information technology took me to
the OU website to see if there were
any hints and tips. There was a
wealth of information, but nothing
immediately obvious about exams.
So I used the search facility and
third on the list of ‘hits’ was what I
was looking for – Revision and
examinations: learner’s guide to
learning skills.  

toolkit

The link took me to the beginning
of a student toolkit with various
online activities to assist in prepar-
ing for and taking exams. The one
which immediately caught my eye
was ‘managing exam anxiety’ as it
has always been my Achilles heel.
Another click and I was at an intro-
ductory page suggesting three
techniques – self talk, visualisation
and relaxation – with the advice,

‘practise them early and use them
alongside revision’. I homed in on
the relaxation techniques (the fur-
ther reading and sources of help
also proved invaluable), but the
biggest bonus was being able to
dip in and out of the toolkit when it
suited me. 

concise

Now I have found the worldwide
web I enjoy using it and when a
website is as clear, concise and
easy to use as the revision and
examinations toolkit, I find it a lot
more convenient than using a
book. The toolkit is available as a
printed publication from regional
centres, but the advantage of using
it on the web is that you always
know where it is and you don’t have
to send away for it.

As I had found the toolkit so early
on in my exam preparations I took
the opportunity of seeing what else
was available in the way of study
support.  The Learning Skills sec-
tion of the Learner’s Guide website
offers resources on improving your
English language skills, skills in
accessing information and finding
out about the OU Good Study
Guides. Having an OU computer
username and password meant I
could also access additional
resources, including more study
skills toolkits such as ‘Extending
and developing your thinking
skills’. I was so impressed with the
one on writing assigments I

recommended it to my next door
neighbour whose daughter has
been struggling with essay writing.  

My verdict? The tone of all the
toolkits I dipped into is friendly and
the information approachable. Yes,
I know you are up to your ears
in course work, but this website
could help you get more out of your
studies!

You can find the site at:
www.open.ac.uk/learners-guide
and you’ll find plenty of helpful
information whether you’re a con-
tinuing, returning or prospective
student. 

If you have severe exam anxiety
your regional centre also offers a
range of support.

The will to
continue
studying
By Ormond Simpson

By Alison Day, studying T205 Systems thinking

Alison Day experiments with relaxation techniques for dealing with study stress

● Reading and note taking 
● Effective use of English 
● Essay and report writing skills
● Working with charts, graphs

and tables 
● More charts, graphs and

tables 
● Maths for science and tech-

nology 
● Learning how to learn
● Extending and developing your

thinking skills 
● Revision and Examinations 

From the Learning Skills web-
site: wwwwww..ooppeenn..aacc..uukk//lleeaarrnneerrss--
gguuiiddee//lleeaarrnniinngg--sskkiillllss you can
download and print any of the
sections from the toolkits as a
pdf file. Alternatively, you can ask
your regional centre for a copy of
any of the toolkits listed.

SSttuuddeenntt TToooollkkiittss
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Families
behind the
triumph

You do have to adapt to a
different lifestyle,” said
Tim Jones, whose wife

Christine has earned a BSc Hons
in psychology. “Every four weeks
she would get a bit short-tem-
pered and we’d all have to tread
a bit carefully. But we got used
to that.”

The couple’s daughters Hannah,
13, and Jessica, nine, said the main
difference they felt was “the number
of times Dad had to cook while Mum
was studying”.

Christine, a teaching assistant
from Cambridge, hopes to use her
qualification to begin counselling.
But she conceded that it had slightly
disrupted family life. “We always
tried as much as we could to work
my studying around everyone,” she
said. “For instance, we very rarely,
if ever, cancelled trips out.”

Exam times were always a little
bit tense, added Tim, but he also
acquired one – unlooked for – skill.
“At all times of the year she would
be up until 2am reading. Put it this
way, I had to learn to sleep with the
light on.

“But this is a fantastic day and a
great reward for Christine. I’m glad
it’s over but we’re all extremely
proud of her.”

Andrew Penn, who was also col-
lecting a BSc, admitted his studies
had “created arguments” at home.

“We got through it mainly by
agreeing that Sundays were my OU
days,” he said. “I was able to study
without feeling guilty, although of
course I had to put in other hours
through the week. They were some-
times more difficult to arrange.”

His wife Wendy said Andrew’s
achievement had encouraged her to
begin a course at a local college in

Hardwick, near Norwich, but agreed
the couple had “had words” about
his ongoing number of study hours.

“There are jobs around the
house which have needed doing for
a while, and it was frustrating that
he couldn’t do those,” she added. 

“It did put a little bit of strain on
our relationship but it’s a brilliant
achievement and I think seeing
Dad studying inspires our children
to work.”

neglected

Said Andrew, who is an electrical
engineer: “The family have always
been nothing but supportive – you
really need that support.”

But Valerie Stones is
adamant she achieved
her BA Hons in
Humanities despite
her husband, whom
she candidly states
“gave me no support
whatsoever.”

“Patrick didn’t mind
me doing it as long as
his tea was always on
the table and his shirts
were ironed,” she said.
“If I was trying to get a
TMA finished and he
wanted a meal, well,
that was it.”

Valerie, from Ip-
swich, Suffolk, began
her degree as a diver-
sion from stress she
felt at work, but had to
give up her job a year
later after breaking
her back when she
slipped on some ice.

“When that happened

I was actually very grateful, again,
to the OU because it gave me some-
thing to do while I was recuperating,”
she added. “But Patrick had recent-
ly retired so we were both at home –
and I was studying. And he really
didn’t appreciate how much of your-
self you have to put into something
like this.”

Said Patrick: “It’s had a hugely
adverse effect and I’m extremely
relieved it’s over. Valerie would
become very emotional and it

completely dominated her life. 
“I admit I didn’t like the feeling I

was being neglected. I honestly
couldn’t see why she was studying
for a degree because it isn’t going to
enhance her career. We’ve come
through it and I’m pleased that she’s
got what she wanted to achieve. But
I dread to think what the effects
might have been.”

Mike Burchett from Basildon
admitted he felt happier studying for
his MBA during his business trips

abroad. “When I was at
home I tried to work at
night, when the kids
had gone to bed,” he
said. “I tried not to let it
affect them at all.

“But I actually used
to look forward to long
flights, and evenings
alone in hotel rooms,
because I could really
apply myself without
feeling that I really
should be with my
family.”

His wife Janet said
she had enjoyed the six
months since his final
exam “because we
have spent time tog-
ether in the evenings.

“We both thought it
very important that he
didn’t start studying
while the children were
still up,” she said. “But
it was almost always

the case that after they’d gone to bed,
I wouldn’t see him either. I spent a
lot of evenings on my own and our
social life really went down. Every
now and again we had a few words
about that.”

Mike said his nine years of OU study
– his MBA followed a six-year BSc
– meant Janet deserved a break. But
he didn’t rule out another Master’s.

Lorna Smith said her family’s
backing was an enormous factor in
achieving her MEd: “I look back now
and wonder how I found the time to
fit it all in,” she said. “But my hus-
band was very supportive and my
sons, one of whom is at university
himself, have even been known to
type things up for me.”

sharing

Husband Andrew was keen to
encourage her, although he did have
an advantage – eight years ago he
completed an OU diploma in man-
agement. “I knew the time it would
take and what we could all expect,”
he said. “We just shared out the
housework and we knew to tiptoe
around Lorna when assignments
were due. But we didn’t have any
problems.”

Lorna, a headteacher in Melbourn,
Cambs, agreed. “In fact, it was
Andrew who suggested I try an OU
course in the first place,” she said.
“He had been urging me to do it for
years.”

In every survey, students rank the support
they get from family and friends as among
the most significant factors in their
success.

But how can you make more of this 
support by helping them to help you?
HHeellppiinngg tthheemm ((aaddvviiccee ffoorr yyoouu))
● Right at the start negotiate together the time

you’ll need to study so everyone is clear what
is study time and what is family time.

● Share your timetable so that you’re all aware 
of particular ‘pressure points’: when TMAs
are due or in the lead-up to exams.

● If your course includes a residential school 
prepare everyone for ‘re-entry’ syndrome: 
you’re likely to be flying, but also exhausted
after a week of academic highlights; partners
may be equally exhausted after ‘holding the 
fort’ and assume you’ve been away on holiday. 

● Show them articles such as this one so they
know they’re not alone in sometimes feeling
they may as well be doing an OU degree 
themselves!

HHeellppiinngg yyoouu ((aaddvviiccee ffoorr ffaammiilliieess))
● Offer practical help with tasks like proof-

reading assignments, programming the video 

recorder, taking the children out of the house
at critical times, providing transport to exams
and so on.

● Some students find it hard to seek help when
they’re stuck. Encourage them to use the 
other support systems that are available:
their tutor, regional advisory services,
FirstClass chat rooms, OUSA’s Student
Support Links etc.

● Be prepared for the moment when your 
student wonders whether it’s all worthwhile
and needs your help getting in touch with
their motivation again.

● Be willing to put your own needs second from

time to time.
● And finally, if you can’t beat them, think about

joining them… and the many hundreds of
husbands, wives, sons, daughters, aunts, 
nephews and grandparents who have already
signed up to study alongside their loved ones. 

Now we’d like to hear from you. How important
is your family’s support and what more could
the OU do to support them? Ideas already sug-
gested include a ‘families’ website, chatroom,
and information leaflet. Write with your thoughts
to: Sesame, Open University, Walton Hall, Milton
Keynes MK7 6AA, email: sesame@open.ac.uk

Survival Guide for You and Your Family

They may not collect a certificate but many families of
OU students will say they too have faced a slog on the
way to that degree.

As graduates gathered in Ely Peter Taylor-Whiffen
met some of those other OU ‘heroes’; while, below,
Jane Matthews offers a little advice.

“

Graduation Day at the Royal Festival Hall: at every OU ceremony the loudest
applause is from new graduates for the family and friends who supported them
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OU in the workplace
Controlling the air
– and their futures

Anyone who thinks the OU
is complicated should look
over air traffic controller Ian

Layton’s shoulder. 
It’s like switching on the TV and

finding the screen filled with small print.
Except each little trail of word spaghetti
represents thousands of  tons of metal
and fuel in the skies around the UK.

The need to give 110 per cent attention
to ensuring none of the spaghetti gets tan-
gled might suggest air traffic controllers
would want nothing more demanding
than a game of table tennis when they’re
off duty.

But at the RAF’s Air Traffic Control
Centre in West Drayton, a 747’s length
from Heathrow, 13 of the 180 military
employees are students or graduates of
the OU.

modern

For Ian, currently following a
psychology profile, there is no contra-
diction between the demands of study and
a role which involves training others to
concentrate at the console and supervise
the highways in the sky. He says: “I can
see the links between what I do, training
people and cognitive psychology –
the academic explanation for what we are
doing every day.”

There are synergies too, between the
kinds of skills both study and the role
require. Says Ian: “Good communication
skills, an ability to see all over the screen
and be able to divide your attention are
required. You also need to be able to plan
effectively and quickly, and to assess
what is important information and what
is background. I find my studies relate a
lot to the things I do at work.”

With 14 years’ service behind him Ian
hopes to use his psychology degree to
launch a new career in air accident inves-
tigation when he leaves the RAF – a

motivation which chimes well with the
RAF’s philosophy of supporting service-
men and women in preparing for life out
of uniform, according to his commanding
officer Wing Commander Mark Rogerson.

Mark’s support for his colleagues’ OU
studies is evidenced by his own status as
an OU MBA. He observes: “In the last 15
years the armed forces have come on
enormously in encouraging learning.
The RAF is a modern organisation now
and its transition and resettlement pro-
gramme for those moving from service to
civilian life is quite outstanding.”

That programme includes up to 50 per
cent towards course fees, plus residential
school fees and travel expenses paid in
full with time off for exams and tutorials
– even when, as is the case for those air
traffic controllers studying history, law
and earth sciences, their degree may not
be directly relevant to daily working life.

It is pragmatism, of course, of the same
kind which recently saw the launch of an
OU/RAF pilot training scheme to address
a changing world in which signing up for
a service career at 16 or 18 may not seem
such a good career choice for school
leavers as heading off to conventional
university. The scheme enables school
leavers to study for a degree and as RAF
officers at the same time.

skills transfer

But it is also modern management
practice, says Mark. “The RAF is no
longer a one-stop shop and I think it sees
this learning philosophy as a real need.
It’s a great recruiting tool.

“It is also allowing the government to
transfer skills from the military into the
civilian workforce where there are gaps.
In my own case my MBA will help con-
vince employers that we no longer stand
and shout but can manage people and
manage a big business. Our skills in
logistics, as operations managers, and in
IT and engineering, are in increasing

demand outside.”
In the recreation room, where OU

course books line up on the table
alongside coffee cups, other squadron
members are aware that their OU
qualifications will make them more
marketable. Lisa Spencer will be taking
D218 Social policy to Bosnia where she
is being posted this month, but after six
years in the RAF is already looking ahead
to a change of direction into social work.

encouraging

Patricia Tuckey joined the OU when
she was in Cyprus and is now studying
ED209 Child development. “I had lots of
time off in Cyprus and saw someone doing
it and thought it looked interesting.”

John Jenkins, currently studying D317
Social psychology, expects to follow
Mark into a career in management in the
private sector, while Tracey Perrett is
taking the same course for interest.

She comments: “I think the OU has a
really good reputation in the forces and
you see other people doing it and
managing which is encouraging. My
husband is also in the air force
and is studying political science with the
OU.”

Squadron Leader Sue Sinclaire over-
sees the training operation for a team of
air traffic controllers who currently deal
with 120,000 movements a year, of which
38 per cent involve civilian aircraft. She
views the squadron’s OU links from both
a personal and professional perspective.
“I have had three different postings and
discovered for myself that it doesn’t
matter if you are detached away for four
months because you can take your
studies with you. The OU fits ideally into
air force life.

“I finished my own degree just before I
had a baby which was timed to perfection
and as squadron leader I am now able to
say to those who come to me ‘have you
thought about doing this?’”

By Jane Matthews

Taking control: (l-r) Wing Commander Mark Rogerson, Flight Sgt. Ian Layton, Corporal John Jenkins, Corporal Lisa Spencer, Flight Lt. Claire Owens, Corporal
Pat Tuckey, Squadron Leader Sue Sinclaire and Corporal Tracey Perrett



Explore unspoilt
Corfu with escort-
ed walks and

included excursions. 
The resort has always

welcomed its British visi-
tors and is famed for
friendliness, scenery and
climate. This holiday is
offered exclusively to
readers of Sesame up to
October 2002.

The road to Arillas on
the north-west coast wan-
ders through peaceful hill-
side villages far from the
tourist mainstream before
descending into olive

groves and pine trees
down to the clear blue sea.
September and October
are ideal for warm seas,
ripe fruit and balmy
evenings; April and May for
the wild flowers, twinkling
fireflies and amorous bull-
frogs.

It’s a chance to step off
the beaten track into
unspoilt villages, pick your
own oranges and figs
off the trees and drink
crystal clear cold spring
water. Our holiday includes
two escorted walks
(approx. four hours each),

exploring villages, monas-
teries, a working bakery and
the fantastic views of off-
shore islands and the for-
bidding coastline of Albania
across the Ionian Sea. 

Also included is a full
day coach excursion visit-
ing many of the famous
resorts including Kouloura
and Kalami where the
Durrell family lived and
Gerald was inspired to
write My family and other
animals. 

No holiday to Corfu is
complete without visiting
Paleokastritsa and the
whitewashed monastery
perched on the cliff, over-
looking the tiny bays of
clear blue sea.

A Corfu shopping trip is
also included in the price.
The unique beauty of Corfu
town owes much to the mix-
ture of architectural styles
left behind by the
Byzantines, Venetians,
Russians, French, Italian
and British.

Your accommodation in
Arillas is in privately owned
apartments of the highest
quality, located in quieter
areas not more than ten
minutes’ walk from the
beautiful beach. Holiday
code, C100. Details as
below.

Guernsey and its neighbouring
islands make an ideal choice
for a romantic summer or

autumn break and with our Island-
Hopper offer you can enjoy a fly-drive
or sea-drive holiday of three nights or
more from just £127, saving up to
25 per cent on brochure prices.

Our special deal with Channel Islands
specialist Travelsmith includes return
travel by air from selected UK airports or
by sea via fast catamaran, a minimum of
three nights B&B accommodation in a 3-
crown Guernsey hotel, free hire car*, plus
a day trip to the beautiful island of Herm.

You can also choose to add on excur-
sions to the equally fascinating islands
of Jersey, Alderney or Sark, which
although they share the same warm cli-
mate, differ greatly in both scenery and
character.

You will stay in a twin/double room with
private facilities at the Abbey Court Hotel,
on the outskirts of Guernsey’s historic
capital, St Peter Port, which makes a

perfect base from which to explore.
(Please note children under 12 are not
accepted at this hotel).

The second largest of the Channel
Islands offers a delightful mix of English
and French culture, idyllic scenery, enter-
tainment, restaurants to tempt every
palate and VAT-free shopping bargains
galore. 

Travel by sea with Condor from
Weymouth, or by air from South-
ampton (with free airport car parking).
The following excursions are available:
Sark day trip from £19.90 per person by
sea; Jersey day trip from £38 per person
by air; Alderney day trip from £56 per per-
son by air.

Extra nights B&B including car hire are
available from just £21 per night.
Supplement per person for other airports
and seaports on request. Holiday code
C173/OU. Details below.

*Airport/harbour collection/return and
based on a minimum 2 adults sharing a Fiesta
or similar Group A car and excluding collision
damage insurance payable direct.

Camping in Jersey

Sunny, friendly Jersey is ideal
for a relaxed family camping
holiday and now you could

save up to 46 per cent off
brochure prices including free car
transport or car hire* and free
child places!

Prices for our seven-night holidays
start at just £89 per adult with travel
to the island by ferry from Portsmouth,
on the Condor high speed jet cata-
maran from Weymouth or Poole, or by
air from Southampton, where free car
parking is available. 

You will stay in a well-equipped,
ready-erected tent that can comfort-
ably accommodate 4, 5 or 6 people
at the Beuvelande campsite, a mem-
ber of a small group of elite 5-pennant
Premier Parks selected by the AA and
featured in their Best Parks guide. 

Facilities at the site include a swim-
ming pool, free hot showers, games
room, cafe/restaurant, site shop and

laundry room, plus the services of
Travelsmith representatives.

The site is ideally placed to explore
the beautiful island of Jersey. 

Prices are per adult (based on 4
adults sharing tent) via Portsmouth,
Weymouth, Southampton or Poole.
There is a £20 per person supplement
for 2 or 3 adults sharing on all dates.
Prices for travel from other airports are
available on request. 

All children under two go FREE.
Children under 12 also travel FREE
(based on a ratio of one child to one
adult) on all Portsmouth & Weymouth
departures, on Poole departures up
to July 4, with £49 thereafter, and for
just £69 on Southampton departures.

If you travel by sea you can take your
car FREE and if by air pick up a FREE
hire car* on arrival. Holiday code:
5D150/OU. Details as below.
*Car transport based on a private car not exceed-
ing 5m in length and 1.85m in height.

European
City
Breaks

Europe has never been so
accessible or so afford-
able – and with our

special offer you can choose
from a selection of two-night
city breaks, flying on scheduled
British Airways services and
saving up to 25 per cent off
brochure prices. 

Whether you want to cruise the
canals of romantic Venice or fairy-
tale Copenhagen, explore historic
Lisbon, take in the sights and
sounds of newly-vibrant Berlin or
stroll the beautiful boulevards of
Paris – there is a holiday to suit you.

Prices start from £155 per
person for two nights at the
3-star Rivoli hotel in Paris and
include flights from Heathrow or
Gatwick and bed and breakfast
hotel accommodation .

These European City Breaks,
organised by Travelsmith UK Ltd
(ABTA G5222/ ATOL 1917), can be
taken up to October 29 2002, sub-
ject to availability. Extra nights can
be added and other hotels may be
available on request. Holiday code:
C167OU. Details as below.

save up to
25 per cent
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What better way to experience the famous German
Christmas markets than by a cruise ship on the
legendary river Rhine?

The staff of MPS Lady Anne will offer you a fantastic welcome
the moment you walk aboard. The vessel encapsulates a style that
will allow you to rest, relax and feel at ease whilst aboard.

An exciting on-board programme of activities is organised for the
evenings whilst your days will be spent cruising the Rhine and

stopping off at several different Christmas market towns where the
streets and shops are magically illuminated by a myriad of sparkling
Christmas lights. A free Cologne orientation tour is included in the
price and an optional excursion to Rudesheim is on offer. 

FFuullll ddeettaaiillss ooff tthhiiss mmaaggiiccaall ppoosstt--eexxaamm bbrreeaakk aarree aavvaaiillaabbllee ffrroomm::
DDiiaammoonndd HHoolliiddaayyss,, OOvveerrssttoonnee HHoouussee,, KKeetttteerriinngg RRooaadd,, MMaarrkkeett
HHaarrbboorroouugghh,, LLeeiicceesstteerr,, LLEE1166 88AAWW.. TTeell 0011885588 443311 990000,, qquuoottee ttoouurr
nnoo 11115533..

from £169

Walk in unspoilt Corfu

FFoorr mmoorree ddeettaaiillss,, bbrroocchhuurreess oorr ttoo bbooookk tthhee GGuueerrnnsseeyy IIssllaanndd--HHooppppeerr BBrreeaakk,, CCaammppiinngg iinn JJeerrsseeyy,, WWaallkkiinngg iinn CCoorrffuu oorr aa EEuurrooppeeaann CCiittyy BBrreeaakk,,
jjuusstt tteelleepphhoonnee tthhee TTrraavveellssmmiitthh rreesseerrvvaattiioonnss lliinnee oonn 00887700 774488 11000000 oorr 0011662211 778844666666 qquuoottiinngg tthhee aapppprroopprriiaattee hhoolliiddaayy rreeffeerreennccee ccooddee.. 
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June – October, 3 nights 
from £127

Guernsey
Island Hopper

Four days full board
departing 14 December

(three sharing one cabin)

Rhine Cruise
to Christmas
Markets

Rhine Cruise
to Christmas
Markets

From £89pp – free child places – free car travel –
free hire car

from £329

Jersey Tourism
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Courses

How much impact does skin colour have on our
life chances? Is the so-called ‘breakdown of
the family’ affecting our moral values? How

influential is our postcode? And how much power
do individuals really have?

These are just a few of the fascinating questions
explored in DD201 Sociology and society, the latest in
a line of sociology courses which Ken Thompson, who
retires next year, helped to develop.

“There have been some interesting changes in the
topics covered in the subject in the last 30 years,” says
Ken, who helped to create the OU’s first such course
in 1970.

“The most significant differences in society have
arguably been those brought about by the impact of the
women’s movement but there have been many, many
other changes,” he adds.

“Students come into a course with far more of an
awareness of sociology than they did then – the media
feed on it. And many people in the media have some back-
ground in it. In addition, people have infinitely more
access to information than they did in 1970.”

The new course, which Ken co-chaired with Professor
Tony Bennett, asks its students to consider some chal-
lenging questions about society, such as whether the
switch in focus towards gender inequalities has distracted
attention from major differences in relation to class back-
ground and race.

Society’s perspective may have changed but the sub-
ject matter is well-covered ground for Ken, who recalls
the creation of the first OU sociology course, D283 The
sociological perspective – and how it was a product of
its time.

“We talked about two sociologies, one concerned with
‘Man in society’, which stressed the actor’s freedom of
choice of action, and the other emphasising ‘man in

Society’, focusing on social determinism of structure and
system.”

Ken notes wryly the title’s “blissful ignorance of polit-
ical correctness”, but seems proud that a subsequent
course, DT352 People and organisations, became
famous when its case studies, recorded for TV and radio,
highlighted discrimination in the Army and the BBC.

“By then we were switched on to political correctness
but the BBC was not, and allowed us to film the blatant
gender bias in its selection of a radio producer. The Army
was little better, remaining blind to the class bias in its
selection of a public schoolboy over a working class state
school candidate for officer training. So much so that it
even used our films as examples of good practice!”

Sociology studies moved further on in the late 1970s
when Ken was part of a cross-faculty team that created
a ground-breaking course, U203 Popular culture.

“This had so much impact, both nationally and inter-
nationally, that it helped to create a new discipline of
cultural studies and gave sociology itself a cultural
makeover,” says Ken. “Even the Los Angeles Times
stated: ‘Serious studies in popular culture in America
are decades behind the British’.”

The new course, DD201, builds on a fine tradition in
the subject at the OU. “It even begins as the popular
culture course did with the study of aspects of everyday
life.”

Ken adds: “ For most students the OU is reflecting the
changes in their society. For example, issues of gender
and post-colonialism are much more up-front, which is
as it should be. These are not just matters of fashion.

“Sociology has often been accused of being too subject
to changes in intellectual fashions. I prefer to think that
it learns from these intellectual developments and that
it is a discipline for all seasons. At least, it has been at
the OU.”

Around 120 science short course
students and prospective students
gathered at the Manchester Museum

of Science and Industry to talk to
study advisors about OU science courses
and hear talks on course-related
topics from two experts, Peter Sheldon of
earth sciences, and astronomer Andrew
Norton. 

The event was aimed at recruiting new
students to science and to give existing
short course students ‘added value’ to their
connection with the OU, said organiser Claire
Rothwell of the Nottingham regional centre,

who tutors on S103. OU regional centres, in
conjunction with the university’s Science Short
Courses office, are planning further events
throughout the country. Dates and venues so
far confirmed are:
● Saturday September 7, National Maritime
Museum, London; ● Sunday September 8,
National Space Centre, Leicester; ● Saturday
September 14, Natural History Museum,
London; ● Saturday October 5, Thinktank,
Birmingham; ● Sunday October 27, National
Museum and Gallery, Cardiff.

For more details see: www.open.ac.uk/
science/short/event.htm

At a time of change and expansion, a new OU course aims to help those working
in health and social care to become more effective managers.

Available from February 2003, K303 Managing care provides an overview of the 
organisational, legal and policy contexts in which frontline managers work, and examines
the implications of working with partners to integrate health and social care provision.

Relevant to those preparing for the new Registered Manager award, the 60 point course
also explores the complexity of the task in providing ethical care.

Said course chair Jill Reynolds: “There are many challenges for managers in the
current context of changing and expanding provision. The Government expects integrated
partnership working that crosses traditional health and social care organisational
boundaries. There is also a strong emphasis on best value and quality.

“This course helps students get to grips with this changing world and to be more effective
managers. Students are encouraged to apply their learning to their own work practice
throughout the course.”

For more information visit the courses website at: www3.open.ac.uk/courses/ and click
on the health and social care section, or call 01908 653231.

Setting the agenda
in sociology

Science short
courses events

OU Sociology courses were among the first to highlight discrimination in the services
Picture: Getty Images

Online music study

Effective managers
in health care

Alison Scott, short course advisor, getting the message across to one museum visitor

The world’s first postgraduate music
courses taught in an online environment
are about to be launched by the Open
University.

The new suite of courses combines
traditional OU teaching methods with the
latest in new technology. Besides printed and
audio material, students will have access
to a specially-created online ‘music research
environment.’ 

Perhaps the most valuable asset is the
large bank of musical and other databases to
which students have free and unlimited
access from the comfort of their own homes.
These include the entire New Grove 2 (the
definitive English Language encyclopaedia of
music), many musical journals, Early English

Books Online, the full-text versions of The
Times since the eighteenth century and an
array of sophisticated search and reference
tools.

The three modules, which can lead to an MA
in Music, teach students how to research and
write about music. The main theme of the pro-
gramme is the relevance of musical research
to performance.

For more information see: www.open.ac.
uk/Arts/music/ma.htm which includes a
link to a demonstration version of the online
learning environment. The foundation course
begins next February and you can enrol (until
October 2002) or order a printed prospectus
via the web information site or by phoning
01908 654851.
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Research

Being your own boss is
not the working idyll
many employees believe,

according to new research
from the Open University
Business School.

Those who think freelancing is
the best route to choice and
control over their career should
think again: it could mean isola-
tion, poverty and job insecurity –
especially for the over 50s. 

These are some of the findings
of OUBS’ Dr Kerry Platman (right),
who discovered from interviewing
freelance workers in the media
aged between 27 and 67 that older
workers forced out onto the job
market could struggle just as much
in self-employment, despite their
decades of experience.

“More and more older workers
have been leaving full-time
employment ahead of pension
age,” said Dr Platman, who
specialises in human resource
management practices for an

age-diverse workforce.   
“They need to work to live but

often cannot find a permanent
position so freelancing (a ‘portfo-
lio’ career) is an attractive option.
But they can be seen by younger
bosses as out of touch, lacking in
cutting-edge skills and less adapt-
able than younger freelancers.”

scope

Older freelancers do have the
experience, wisdom and skills
to manage a different kind of
employment relationship and the
research found some individuals
certainly have the scope to tailor-
make their own careers.

“They can take on work as they
wish, blend it with whatever other
options they choose and design the
perfect, balanced lifestyle,” said
Dr Platman.

She also found other benefits.
“[This way of working] did seem

to permit them to escape organi-
sational constraints, such as
restrictive management reg-
imes, inhospitable work cultures
and formal retirement policies,”
she added. “Where they had mul-
tiple clients, they could refuse an
assignment without jeopardising
other sources of paid work.”

But Dr Platman found freelanc-
ing to be “an inherently risky”
path for workers of any age.
“Freelance employment is neither
controllable or necessarily lucra-
tive,” says her report. “There were
many stories of exploitation, mis-
management and unfair treat-
ment. Individuals were vulnerable
to sudden unemployment, inade-
quate pay and poor treatment. 

“Yet, they were expected to offer
optimum productivity during
assignments, and to maintain
high levels of energy, enthusiasm,
commitment, reliability and
competence.”

The risks to freelancers are

summed up in Dr Platman’s
report, The Price of Freedom,
available to download from the
OUBS website: http://www3.
o p e n . a c . u k / o u b s / p r o j e c t s /
pj46.htm .

Two people with a special reason to cele-
brate their PhDs are Dr Yuxing Yang and
Dr Alexandra Hendriok who both left their

countries to study in England, choosing the
OU after learning of its excellent research cre-
dentials. 

Dr Yuxing Yang, who works for the OU in the
Chemistry department, completed her thesis on
Organosilicon Chemistry. Her thesis will inform
research on a major OU project investigating
biotechnology. 

Yuxing, from China, was cheered on at the
Ely graduation ceremony by her young cousin
(pictured above with Yuxing). 

Born in Germany, Dr Alexandra Hendriok has
always been interested in Ireland and extended
her interest further in her thesis entitled, Myth and
identity in 20th century Irish fiction and film.  

Her thesis explores how contemporary writers
use Irish mythology and story-telling. Alexandra
has now started a new job as deputy head of a sixth
form college in Epping Forest. 

The OU’s level one social sci-
ence course is helping students
who are undertaking similar
work at Glasgow University.

Staff are working with the
Crichton Campus in Dumfries on
a pilot scheme that incorporates
parts of DD100 An introduction
to the social sciences into level
one of Glasgow’s Health and Social
Sciences degree course – giving
students a more comprehensive
introduction to the subject.

“The students have comment-
ed particularly on the usefulness
and accessibility of the DD100
course materials,” said OU staff
tutor Gerry Mooney.

“I think we also bring a range
of group discussion skills as well
as the added value of a different
teaching approach.”

Gerry worked with Carol Hill,
who tutors for both Glasgow and
the OU, and Kath Woodward,
DD100 course team chair, to set up
the scheme, with financial support
from the social sciences faculty.

“The course has been very suc-
cessful,” added Gerry. “It also
gives the faculty the opportunity
to evaluate the delivery of dis-
tance learning course materials
in the context of course presen-
tation for full-time students.

“It is important for the OU to be
seen as an active partner in such
developments and demonstrate a
willingness to work with other
providers. This is particularly
significant in terms of recognition
by the Scottish Higher Education
Funding Council.

“The Module is an opportunity to
showcase OU teaching and learn-
ing materials and there may well be
scope to develop similar relation-
ships with other institutions.”

Professor
Brenda
Gourley

Open to
all – equal
to any

VC’s
VIEWHow freelancers

pay for ‘freedom’

OU partners
Glasgow

Is The Open University’s commitment to
diversity under-celebrated?
It was Cherie Booth who made this

suggestion in her after-dinner speech to some
of the first 107 people to receive law degrees
from the OU. 

Describing herself as “delighted that Law
will now be enriched by such interesting and
skilled people”, Cherie’s sense that “one of
the features of The Open University that is
perhaps under-celebrated, in that tradition-
ally modest British way, is its production
of an excellent educational success across
such a diverse range of people” highlights
a continuing anxiety for a few of our students. 

If the doors are open to all, how is the
university able to protect and proclaim the
parity of its degrees and awards alongside
those of traditional HE institutions? 

The short answer is that government
ensures the university’s courses and
qualifications are benchmarked alongside
those of all other institutions. Indeed those
who have been receiving Sesame over the last
few years will have seen regular reports
demonstrating that our faculties are not only
satisfying, but in many cases exceeding, the
requirements necessary to proclaim their
courses as excellent.

courage

The extraordinary courage which created
an ‘open’ university in the first place ensured
that we could not afford any compromise on
academic rigour and that is a philosophy
which endures, as any one of those who have
been involved in producing, or studying, an
OU course can testify.

Keeping the door open to people from all
educational, social and cultural backgrounds
is not the challenge. The real challenge is
ensuring that by the time our students have
achieved the goals they set themselves and
are ready to leave us, they do so as equals,
having matched the highest educational
standards of this university.

And each one that does becomes yet
another ambassador, able to demonstrate, in
the way they live their professional, public and
private life, the quality and value of an OU
qualification.

A glance through this issue of Sesame
ought to convince anyone who persists in
questioning the parity of an OU qualification
that it is he or she who needs updating.
Neither the RAF air traffic control team, being
supported by their employer to prepare,
through study, for second careers outside the
service, nor the senior managers in education
whose careers and daily practice have been
enhanced by their OU doctorate in education,
are in any doubt. Nor are many, many other
employers.

Nor is Cherie Booth QC, who ended her
congratulations thus: “I know that The Open
University has become famous for the excep-
tionally high quality of its graduates. Among
many others, fields like science, geology,
astronomy, psychology, sociology and
computing, have all now been heavily
influenced by the arrival of OU graduates to
work in them and help change their contours. 

“I am confident that the same will be true
of law.”
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Travellers tales

For anyone arriving in Vienna
in search of music, the choice
can be overwhelming. You

are offered a multi-media expe-
rience at the new Haus der Musik
situated in Seilerstätte, near St
Stephen’s cathedral, and are
endlessly greeted by people in
wigs and costume trying to per-
suade you to buy tickets for what
are, reportedly, not particularly
good concerts. However, it is still
possible with a little leg-work and
a good guide to discover some-
thing of 18th century Vienna. 

Vienna has no surviving concert
halls from the 18th century, but still
has many buildings, including stun-
ning palaces and churches, where
Haydn, Mozart or Beethoven might
have heard their own music per-
formed. The local tourist board
employs a simple yet effective sys-
tem of easy-to-spot markers and
numbers for indicating buildings of
interest. The numbers appear in
official maps and guide books so you
know exactly where you are and
plaques give more information about

each building. Beethoven lived at
more than 30 different addresses in
Vienna alone, so just tracking down
some of these houses is an excellent
way of exploring the city. 

For visitors wanting to make the
most of a short stay in the city I
would certainly recommend the
Vienna Card (Wien-Karte). Costing
about £10, it not only offers discounts
at museums and other attractions
but also gives unlimited free access
for 72 hours to the city’s efficient
public transport system.

remarkable

The travel card encourages trips
beyond the city centre. A tram ride
took us to the Central Cemetery
(Zentralfriedhof) in Simmeringer,
opened in 1874 because of lack of
space in inner-city Vienna. Some of
the city’s best known inhabitants
were relocated there from other
cemeteries and it has a remarkable
Grove of Honour containing the
tombs of composers including

Beethoven, Schubert, Gluck and
Brahms.

Following in Beethoven’s footsteps
took us even further afield. In
common with most Viennese, he used
to spend his summers in the villages
outside the city. In 1802, Beet-
hoven lodged for six months in
Heiligenstadt, hoping that the peace
and quiet would restore his failing
hearing. When it became apparent
that no such cure was possible
and that he would become perma-
nently deaf, Beethoven wrote his
moving Heiligenstadt Testament.
Although his lodgings can now be
easily reached by public transport,
it is still peaceful and it was possible
to imagine his turmoil as he sat
looking out over that same lovely
countryside. 

Heiligenstadt and nearby villages
such as Grinzig and Kahlen-
bergerdorf are well-known for their
heuriger. These taverns, dating back
several hundred years and unique to
villages around Vienna, serve
heurige (‘new wine’) from their own
vineyards. A bunch of pine twigs over

the entrance indicates that they
are open for business. They were
granted special privileges but were
not permitted to sell food so cus-
tomers used to bring their own to eat
with the wine. Although the rules
have changed, many heuriger still

provide traditional Austrian dishes
from self-service counters. Deeply
impressed as we were by the trea-
sures of the Hapsburg Empire, we
also took great delight in an evening
of good food and wine in the Vienna
woods.

Chance to tune in
to musical past
The course AA314 Studies in Music 1750-2000 begins with the Viennese Classical
School. For OU graduate and continuing student, Jean Richards, who had also
studied the OU course on Beethoven, a visit to Vienna was the ideal opportunity
to investigate the city’s musical heritage. 

£50 goes to the writer of any
published Travellers tale

The rathaus in Vienna

From the moment we are born, we
are constantly sending and
receiving messages. Even in our

sleep, we are signalling a state of mind
able to be perceived and understood
by those around us. Communication is
everything.

Professor Ruth Finnegan’s new book
Communicating: The Multiple Modes of
Human Interconnection explores the
innate and learned methods on which any
social interaction depends. And these are
manifold. Most would readily identify sight
and sound as the more obvious avenues of
getting a message across, but consider, too,
smell, touch, movement, gesture, facial and
bodily expression.

Finnegan, a social sciences professor
at The Open University, began her
early anthropological fieldwork studying
story-telling in remote villages in northern
Sierra Leone; she was made an Emeritus
Professor of the OU in May this year.

She bases her work on a huge breadth
of information gathered from human
communities from around the world and
across the centuries. These draw attention

again not only to the number of ways in
which we get a message across, but that so
many of these signals have been instantly
understood by so many other humans for
so long, such as the call to prayer from a
mosque or church bells.

Many, aside from their contribution to
the subject, are fascinating studies per se
– such as the drums of West Africa, the pat-
terns in an Indian carpet, relays of beacons
which sent messages during the threat from
the Spanish Armada and the knots used by
German millers to inform bakers of the type
and amount of flour in each sack. 

This is an ideal work for students of
anthropology, cultural studies and, of
course, communication, but it would also
be of enormous interest to anyone who
wants to gain an insight into how human
beings work with each other, and how far
we have come in achieving this.

You can make
up your own
mind whether
you believe
chicken tikka
masala was
born when one
curry house
customer sent
his chicken
tikka back
asking for
gravy. The
inventive chef
is said to
have mixed
onions,
spices and
cream of
tomato soup to create

a late night
institution.

But if you enjoy
getting your teeth
into food facts then
the book accompa-
nying the recent
OU/BBC series
Ever wondered
about food should
satisfy: history, sci-
ence and recipes
all served up in a
full colour paper-
back, price £4.50
(including post
and packing) and
available by call-
ing 0870 608 4433.

How does the internet influence
student research? 

The Management of a Student
Research Project has been repub-
lished for the third time after exten-
sive revision to reflect the changes
that have affected student research
in higher education in recent years.
The single largest change since the
second edition came out in 1996 has
been the impact of the worldwide web. 

The aim of the book remains the
same – to provide a clear, compre-
hensive and useful guide to students
undertaking research projects in
order to improve their chances of a
successful outcome.

Communicating: The Multiple Modes of Human Interconnection, by
Ruth Finnegan, Routledge, Price £16.99 (paperback), £55 (hardback)

Books

The Management of a
Student Research Project, by
John A Sharp, John Peters and
Keith Howard, Gower and The
Open University, price £14.95
(paperback)

Getting the 
message across

Titles can be ordered online from
Amazon through the OU’s bookshop:
www.openlink.org. Every purchase
made via this site creates a contribu-
tion to the OU Foundation.
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Residential school
Never mind the toothbrush
– don’t forget the J-cloths

When I attended my first summer
school, at Reading, the joining
instructions were very detailed:

bring all your books, bring a towel… if
you have a musical instrument, bring
that. In all this detail there was a startling
omission – no mention of pliers!

Early in the week there were meetings of all
those gullible enough to agree to help with the
last night entertainment. On my way to join
the choir for the tone deaf, I was waylaid
and forced to join the Greek drama group
production of a little-known epic, Euripedes
meets Pygmalion in the Wide Saragossa
Sea.

For reasons that escape me now one of the
theatrical effects we had to produce was an
instantaneous change of sex for Professor
Higgins into Eliza Doolittle.

As we strolled back, pondering our problems,
down the landscaped corridors that are such a
feature of student life, a door opened. “I am not
complaining about the noise,” said the occu-
pant Jackie Jacks, “But what on earth are you
talking about?” (or words to that effect).

On hearing of our problems Jackie offered

anything she had with her that could help.
Jackie, unlike the cast, had realised the
glaring gaps in our list of essentials and had
come with some blue J-cloths!

This is why Eliza Doolittle appeared in a
Nefertiti-style blue wig, constructed of J-cloths
sewn on a cardboard band. It’s so easy if you
bring the right things with you.

hippy

However, in order to indicate that Henry was
now Eliza and not a blue-rinsed hippy, we also
had to alter his front elevation. One wire coat
hanger and two polystyrene cups later… but,
have YOU ever tried to unwind a wire coat
hanger with your bare fingers?

My husband watched in silence as I prepared
for this year’s residential school. In went, first,
a large reel of sellotape, a ball of string, three
J-cloths and, last but most vital, a wire coat
hanger and a pair of pliers!

Actually, what turned out to be most useful
were the knitting needles and a ball of red wool,
but that’s another story!

With thousands of you about to head for residential school, two
readers share their experience of getting the most out of the week.

By Liz Heal

A landscape of pine-fringed estuaries, broad rivers
sparkling in the August sunshine, and ancient Celtic
traditions… not Norway or Ireland, but Galicia, the

most remote province of northern Spain, a world away from
the ‘sun, sea and sangria’ of the holiday brochures. 

This was the destination for students on L204 Viento en popa
(literally “full stream ahead”), for a week’s residential school at
the University of Santiago de Compostela, cultural and historic
centre of north-west Spain. The school gave students a valuable
opportunity not only to practise their spoken and listening skills,
but also to discover the distinctive culture of this fascinating region
of Spain, focusing on topics as diverse as pilgrimage, eco-tourism
and emigration, in a unique setting.

Visitors more used to the lifestyle and climate of the southern
costas are likely to be disappointed – at least one student regret-
ted the decision not to pack a raincoat and woolly jumper! Galicia
is noted for its high rainfall levels and the souvenir shops in
Santiago do a brisk trade in plastic macs for the unsuspecting
throughout the year.

spice

Typically, it was unscheduled and often unplanned activities
which added spice to our learning experience – a visit to an exhi-
bition on the Spanish composer Rodrigo, featuring the Braille
machine and other systems which allowed a blind composer to
compose his written score; and a train journey down to the coastal
town of Pontevedra on a free afternoon.

On the way back, eager to practise our language skills, we struck
up a conversation with a native Gallego and his wife. We learned
that they were also visiting tourists, catching up with family mem-
bers again, half a century after leaving by boat from Coruna for a
new life in Argentina. As we had learnt in the classroom, mass
emigration was (and still is) a force of Galician life.

For some Spaniards walking the ‘camino’ (the ancient pilgrim-
age route) to Santiago is a challenge carried out at the end of a
period of endeavour. For us L204 students however, the visit to
Santiago was just one more step along our own road to improved
language skills and, hopefully, success at the end of our course.

By Angela Bell

Discovering the
‘other’ Spain

Which do you pack? Shorts, like those at the Durham school (above) or a raincoat like Angela Bell? The only thing
contributors to this residential school feature agree on is to expect the unexpected

VOX
VOX Pop is a chance for you to
contribute. It lives on the
FirstClass Conference Sys-
tem. Look for Sesame in the
Common Room area of the
Open University campus. To
post your VOXPop, simply cre-
ate a new message and enter
Sesame VOXPop into the
field, enter your views into the
body of the message and send
the message. If you’re not on
FirstClass you can still con-
tribute – through Sesame
Letters by post, or e-mail to:
M.D.France@open.ac.uk

Pop

Bath 2000: The end of week show is a popular feature of some schools

IInn kkeeeeppiinngg wwiitthh oouurr
rreessiiddeennttiiaall sscchhooooll tthheemmee
wwee aasskkeedd ‘‘wwhhaatt oonnee iitteemm
wwoouulldd yyoouu aaddvviissee aannyyoonnee
ppaacckkiinngg ffoorr tthheeiirr ffiirrsstt
sscchhooooll nnoott ttoo lleeaavvee oouutt’’??

A corkscrew/bottle
opener. It makes you very
popular at parties when no-
one else has one.
Jane Harvey,
Barcelona

Shorts! Both summer
schools I’ve attended have
been in heatwaves. And I
didn’t realise they would be
so casual either.
Cilla Surcouf, Jersey

Earplugs. And if you’re
going further north than
you’re used to, eyepatches
(like for aircraft). It always
suprises me how light it is in
Scotland in summer.
Hilma Miles

For one university in
particular, food. The quality
of the catering hit rock
bottom and continued
digging!
Cheryl Coates, Yeovil

An open mind – partic-
ularly if it’s your first
resi school.
Niki Whitburn, 
OUSA Vice-President 
(Student Support)

The makings of a hot
drink. You can usually rustle
up hot water but sites vary
in their provision of the other
requirements. It can be a
great icebreaker to be the
one who has teabags or
fresh milk at the end of an
evening.
Barbara David, 
Croydon

Can I suggest one thing
to leave out? Don’t take
those course books you think
you are going to catch up on
reading: you won’t.
Jenni Carr, 
Oxfordshire

I wish I had taken
my camera! The whole of
our group took part in the
entertainment at the end
of the week and I wish
I had taken pictures to
remind me of the most
amazing week.
Marie Knight
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Among the thousands of OU
students who saw Star
Wars Episode II this

summer, those on AT308 Cities
and technology had a new
perspective. “I found myself
checking out the futuristic trans-
port systems, the technology of
tools and the form and fabric of
the Lucas Arts buildings,” wrote
Fiona Plackett, beginning a
lively debate among the course’s
pilot e-tuition group. 

Episode II revisits favourite loca-
tions and introduces new ones. Some
were easy to classify: “There is no
doubt that Mos Eisley qualifies as an
AT308 city,” decided Michael Bishop.
“It acted as a transshipment point
for interstellar traffic as well as being
the corporate headquarters of Jabba
the Hutt. Thus, there are a large
number of individuals employed in
non-agricultural occupations. 

“Still, to quote Ben Kenobi, ‘You
will never find a more wretched hive

of scum and villainy’. Sounds like
some of the slums in Book 2!” 

But was the Death Star really
analogous to the ancient Greek city
of Sparta? And is Tipoca, the new
high-tech city rising above the oceans
of Kamino, a city or is it a factory?

Episode II gives a new vision of
the hub of the Star Wars universe,
Coruscant. The zoned skyscrapers
seen in earlier films are revealed as
spires emerging from a uniform grid
of buildings, thousands of feet high,
that cover the planet. 

lowlife

Anakin’s speeder chase through
the canyon-like streets provides a
dizzy glance at the social stratifica-
tion that awards senators quarters
at the top with views, fresh air
and daylight, while galactic lowlife
occupies the murk at ground level.  

Farthest from the bright centre of

the universe, on Tatooine, the mud
buildings look primitive but score top
technological marks for the practi-
cal use humans make of their envi-
ronment. “The structure was just
dug out of the land and smoothed off
with water,” commented Darren
Hackett who is lucky enough to have
visited the Tunisian originals.

amazing

“The amazing thing was that these
dwellings were designed to remain
at a constant temperature even when
it was very hot in summer and very
cold at night... They were exactly the
same as Luke’s Aunt and Uncle’s
home in that the main ‘hall’ area was
open to the sky – no Star Trek-esque
‘swooshy’ sliding doors though!
They rely on good old wood and a
handle.”

While AT308 encourages a non-
Eurocentric view, Episode II
emerges as distinctly anthropocen-
tric. Bi-pedal upright creatures are 
intelligent, most others are stupid
monsters, and Coruscant’s transport
technologies reflect this assumption.
Fiona couldn’t “see Jabba the Hutt

on one of those floating buses”.
Ironically, the alien-looking Geonosis
solar sailer is the personal transport
of the human Count Dooku.

Despite holographic communica-
tion and hyperdrive spacecraft
galactic culture seems 20th century
in its concentration of people in
cities. No September 11-type attacks

have prompted dispersal, and
political skullduggery is conducted
in person. Star Wars may be a
long time ago in a galaxy far, far
away, but for AT308 students, who
find it difficult ever to view films and
current affairs in the same way
again, its raises issues very close to
home. 
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Out and about

Students on the OUBS Diploma course
B730 Managing performance and
change get to know a lot about their

fellow students’ organisations. But it isn’t
often that they get an opportunity to have
a tutorial on site – much less to sample
the product. 

So spirits were understandably raised
when Ross Mackintosh and Kevin Innes
extended an invitation to other members of
their Aberdeen-based tutor group to visit their
workplace: Guinness UDV, makers of some of
the world’s leading whiskies. 

The company has distilleries spread across
the north of Scotland, and it was to Auchroisk,
mid-way between Aberdeen and Inverness,
that the group headed. 

Tutor Kathy Knowles takes up the story:
“Our students are used to travelling long
distances to tutorials, so it wasn’t surprising
that the only two who put in apologies were
working off-shore.  

“It was a beautiful sunny day and Ross had
persuaded Senior Site Manager Mike Jappy to
leave his Saturday gardening chores to give us
a tour of the facilities and explain some of the
facts about the place – like the staggering value
of the spirit stored on site.”

Added Kathy: “We were treated to a hearty
soup and sandwich lunch, followed by some
samples of the products of Auchroisk and some
of the company’s other distilleries. One of the
whiskies we tasted was made 14 years ago by
Kevin. It was very interesting identifying the
differences in taste – so we did it again.

“This is a group that has worked well
together all year, both at tutorials and on their
FirstClass conference, so it was no surprise
that we got through a lot of work that day. The
feedback after the tutorial was that it was a
wonderful day, both for the setting and for the
hospitable welcome shown by the company and
its management, in particular our hosts and
colleagues, Ross and Kevin.”  

Star Wars: a new look
By Isobel Falconer, Associate
Lecturer on AT308’s pilot electronic
tuition group

Darren Hackett (left) in Tunisia

Whisky galore for
business tutorial

A cheering change of scene for business students

The Commonwealth Games arrive in
Manchester this summer – and OU staff
have been asked to help ensure they’re a
huge success.

Sonia Fairweather, Joan Naughton, Julie
Chung and Sheila Crane are all using time off
from their work in the north-west region to help
run one of the world’s biggest sporting events.

The quartet got involved after organisers
asked for volunteers to help welcome the
athletes from 72 countries to the 17th Games,
which open in the city on July 25.

Sonia will become part of Commonwealth
Games history as she carries the baton, the fes-
tival’s equivalent of the Olympic torch, through
Manchester on its way to the opening ceremony.

But she was astonished to be chosen for the
relay back in January – because she had no
idea her name had been put forward. “A friend
secretly nominated me at the end of last year.

“It’s a wonderful honour, especially when I
think of all the other people who have carried
this baton before me,” said Sonia, who has
worked on the switchboard at Region 8 for
about five years.

The other three OU volunteers will be help-
ing in and around the Games venues. Julie
Chung will be part of the Games’ IT helpdesk,
dealing with calls about problems with any of
the venues’ 1,145 computers and 501 printers. 

“They asked me where I would like to work,”
said Julie, who is a secretary and IT assistant

for the OU. “I told them I’d like to be in the main
arena because I like athletics and they said:
‘Yes, you and 9,000 others!’ 

“But I’m just happy to be involved. It’s not
every year you can play a role in something
like this – it’s exciting to be a part of history.”

Joan Naughton will be supervising up to 50
fellow volunteers around the city’s G-Mex com-
plex after Games organisers learned of her
work as Region 8’s study centre clerk.

“At the OU I book conference rooms and
organise tutorials and make sure people are
in the right place at the right time,” said Joan.
“So because of that, and my previous experi-
ence of managing young people, they’ve asked
me to lead a team who will be marshalling spec-
tators and checking tickets.”

Added Joan, whose own sporting passions
include being a Manchester City season
ticket holder, “I’ve booked loads of tickets to
see events when I’m not working.”

The Games will be a dream come true for
Sheila Crane, who has been chosen to help with
the electronic scoreboards in the squash arena.

“I’m captain of a ladies’ squash team and to
be scoring for the very best players in the world
will just be fantastic,” she said. 

Sheila thinks the skills she uses in her job
as student services assistant helped in her
selection. “There are always so many things
going on at once and you have to keep on top
of it all. I think the Games organisers wanted
people who could cope under pressure.”

OU at the Games
Manchester 2002 Ltd. 
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People

People either call me
mad and dismiss the
whole thing, or they

call me mad and then offer
to help. Whatever, there’s
certainly a consensus.”

But then Sue Wright could
be accused of a little – well,
eccentricity. There aren’t
many people who would vol-
unteer to row nearly 3,000
miles across an ocean in what
she cheerfully describes as a
“flatpack plywood boat”. And
it’s fewer still who would
alleviate the ‘boredom’ of the
voyage by doing an OU course.

“An adventure like this is the
sort of thing you get the chance
to do maybe once in your life,”
says the 31-year-old Scot. “If
I turn down this opportunity,
I’ll spend the rest of my days
thinking I missed out.”

So, in October next year,
Sue and her partner Martin
will set off from Tenerife in
the Ocean Fours Rowing
Challenge, their aim to reach
Barbados by Christmas.
That’s about 60 days of non-
stop rowing in one of the
world’s biggest and most dan-
gerous stretches of water.
They plan to spend two hours
on and two hours off oar duty,
which means they are never
more than 120 minutes away
from having to pull their
weight, whatever time of day
or night. Their food is frozen,

they will purify their water
supply from the Atlantic and
organisers say there’s only
one way to go to the toilet
– “bucket and chuck it”. And
yes, their 36ft vessel is made
from a plywood kit.

The race made headlines
last year when oarswoman
Debra Veal’s rowing partner
and husband Andy flew home
after just three days because
he was so terrified of the
ocean, leaving his wife to com-
plete the journey on her own.
Sue only decided to do the race
after her partner entered it
with a friend who later pulled
out claiming he thought Martin
had been joking.

“I go through phases of
being scared,” says Sue. “We
have radios, email, GPS
(Global Positioning System)
to help us navigate and so peo-
ple always know exactly
where we are. And there is a
fleet of three vessels which fol-
low all 30 boats across, so we
should be okay. But I’ll go
through a week of being excit-
ed, and then I’ll hear some tale
of the sea and I’ll be a bag of
nerves for the next few days.”

When she’s not rowing, eat-
ing or sleeping, the IT tutor
intends to broaden her mind
with a ten-point OU course
– possibly S180 Life in the
oceans, based on the BBC’s
successful Blue Planet series.

“It would be good to know
what is in the ocean we’re
rowing across,” said Sue, who
teaches adults at a college in
Aberdeen. “I just think the
more information we have, the
better equipped we might
be to deal with anything that
happens.”

She’s already studying
MU120 Open mathematics
and S103 Discovering sci-
ence, and reckons the flexible
way of learning offered by the
university will be ideal for the
voyage.

“It will give me something
to do,” she says matter-of-
factly. “I anticipate, and have
been told, that life on the ocean
can be very monotonous,
except for the times when you
say: ‘Oh, there’s a wave,’ or
‘Oh, there’s a shark’.”

“It would also be nice to
think the OU might give me
some leeway on deadlines for
my assignments if I need it.
There won’t be many students
in my position.

“We don’t know when we’ll
finish,” she adds. “The record
is 42 days but some people
take more than 100. If we do
get to Barbados by Christmas
I can’t spend too long there
– the new OU year starts in
January!”

To offer Sue any help or
sponsorship email her at:
sue@chaos.gb.com

Sue Riches decided to begin an OU
degree one day while she was out
walking… to the North Pole.

The teacher, who helps people with motiva-
tional techniques, said the plod across the
Arctic gave her ample time to think about what
she might do next.

“When you’re pulling a sledge at one mile an
hour across the snow, you have a lot of oppor-
tunity to let your mind wander,” said Sue.
“I realised my children all had degrees and I
didn’t and I’d quite like to.”

Not, then, the most conventional route into
distance learning – but then nothing about Sue
has been predictable. Being diagnosed with
breast cancer seven years ago made her
re-evaluate her life – and, she says, “change
direction” after running her own catering
business for 20 years.

“It was a time to reassess, I suppose,” she
says. “That period made me realise how little
time we all have and I’m determined to make
the most of every opportunity.”

She’s certainly done that. Since turning 50
in 1996 – the year after a mastectomy – she has
taken part, with her daughter, in the Polar
expedition and has set up her own business to
help others achieve their goals. She also
teaches English as a foreign language and
teaches carriage-driving to disabled people;
she  has written a book; has just tested a new
artificial hip by going skiing; and will this month
cycle all the way through France.

Oh, and next year she’s heading back to the
Arctic. “I don’t have a list of things I must do,”

says Sue, who is now one year away from
finishing her humanities degree. “I just like
doing things on the spur of the moment and
these challenges keep coming up.

“I’ve been fortunate with my studies that,
unlike some students, I’m not under any
pressure to achieve so I can further my career.
I’ve done my courses for the pure enjoyment
of learning.”

Her OU texts have followed her around the
globe and will do so once more when she leaves
her Wolverhampton home to head again into
the frozen wastes. “Of course the idea is to
travel as light as possible,” says Sue, who is
training for the April 2003 trek by walking on
rough ground with ski-poles and using a har-
ness to drag four tyres behind her. “But I shall
take some OU material with me – even if it’s
tapes and a personal stereo.”

Sue’s previous Polar experience, which as
part of an all-woman team put her in the
Guinness Book Of Records, was in the form
of a relay and her group’s leg ended one degree
from the North Pole itself – hence her return
trip to complete the journey.

Sue is acutely aware of the dangers – last
time she fell into the freezing Arctic Ocean
when the ice cracked. Her daughter Victoria
slipped in trying to rescue her.

“We were in the water for about nine
minutes but were saved by the fact that
we were relatively warm when we fell in,
and were able to swim vigorously until the
guides pulled us out. Further help was 16 hours
away so we had to do lots of exercise to

prevent us getting hypothermia.”
But Sue and Victoria, whose joint account

of their previous adventure, Frigid Women,
has sold 14,000 copies worldwide, know
handling the freezing temperatures is only one
challenge.

“It is a trudge, and the ice moves all the time
so you can be veering further and further away
from the north,” says Sue. “Compasses don’t

work very well so close to the magnetic north
so you have to keep your eye on the sun and
know where it should be at certain times of the
day.

“I look on this as a sort of gap year,” adds
Sue, who can be contacted through her
website: anythingispossible.co.uk. “People
have gap years when they’re young, so why
shouldn’t I have one now?” 

Next year OU texts will accompany Sue Wright across the Atlantic
and Sue Riches to the North Pole. Peter Taylor-Whiffen meets
two women whose adventurous spirit will test themselves – and OU
flexibility – to the limit.

Sue plans Atlantic crossing

Pace hots up for Polar walker
Sue Wright

Sue Riches (right) with daughter Victoria on their first Polar trek

“
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The last word

TV
TRAILERS

Here’s your chance to
write 300 to-the-point

words on an OU
subject that gets right

up your nose – and
we’ll pay you £50 for 

the privilege.

FIFTH
COLUMN

Don’t dissuade
from Masters
Says
Vivien
Toft

Vivien Toft is a childcare
provider. She has a BSc in
Psychology from the OU and is
currently studying for her
Masters.
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With the expansion of
traditional univer-
sity places the OU

increasingly must cater
for those taking higher
degrees. However, in my
experience the information
available about Masters
courses is often negative
and misleading. 

At open evenings, weekend
schools and revision days I
have discussed undergraduate
courses with other students
and tutors, but I have never
met a Masters student or
tutor. Tutors are well informed
on Bachelors courses but not
about the Masters programme.
One told me: “Mature students
are too old for Masters that
take at least six years to do
part-time.” Another opined:
“OU students are too ‘spoon-
fed’ to manage higher degrees.”
While a third level tutor con-
fided: “Anybody can be eligi-
ble for a Masters course and
no student is failed.” A fellow
student assured me that, to be
considered for a Masters, you
must be employed in the field
of study, with a first, and
under the age of 33 years.

Effort is needed to overcome
this misinformation. Sesame
and other publications abound
with stories about Bachelors
students overcoming odds to
graduate but where are the
stories of successful Masters
students? Third level tutors
should be able to give positive
and correct information about
higher degree opportunities to
encourage interested under-
graduates.

Here are some facts for
those interested in pursuing a
Masters:
● OU taught Masters courses
are open to anyone with a first
degree at honours level, irre-
spective of age or occupation
● A Masters can be completed
in three years
● The work schedule would
suit anyone who is keen to
‘read around’ undergraduate
courses and who can use an
online database.

Alternatively perhaps things
should stay as they are. It was
my disgust at some of the
negative comments that deter-
mined me to do a Masters. 

Nothing provokes more brutal feeling, more rage
and more all-consuming passion than THAT four
letter word. It can end friendships and start wars.

And even that is only part of The Trouble With Love, a topic
explored in a new OU/BBC series. It is too vast a subject, too
broad an emotion, for us ever to put it into the context of the
rest of our lives. In short, we just don’t understand it.

For over the last millennium, as presenter Amanda Vickery
discovers, attitudes to love, courtship, marriage and – of course
– sex have altered constantly. For instance, until 1,000 years
ago, she claims in the first programme, there was little of what
we would call love between men and women. Men loved their
swords, their horses, their castles and their lords, and women
were seen only as wives and mothers. (Of course all of this has
since changed in one fundamental respect. Blokes now love
football as well.)

Those are the facts but the romantic notion, says Amanda,
is that in days of old, knights were bold and chivalrous. At least
they were according to 12th century troubadours, who told
stories of honourable gents with noble steeds rescuing chaste
maidens and winning their grateful hearts. So came about, as
programme one is titled, The Invention of a Fantasy.

By the 17th century, society had moved on but a prospective
partner’s effect on one’s heart still came way down the
list of criteria. People followed their heads, rather than
their emotions, to marry for money, property and family
advancement.

bundling

As the series progresses, however, the heart does begin to
lead the head. Programme three concentrates on prospective
partners ‘bundling’ – spending nights talking and stealing
secret kisses – to get to know each other. Next, we follow the
great romantic poets of the 19th century, and the married
Shelley’s ill-advised flight abroad with 16-year-old lover Mary
Godwin. This episode, indeed, turns the notion of love on its
head again – namely, as I would cynically point out, it’s all very
well to follow your heart, but is such light-headed, whimsical
romanticism any basis for a solid relationship? But I’m
beginning to sound dangerously like my dad.

This fascinating and thought-provoking series then
switches to the women’s perspective, detailing how the newly-
emancipated female of the early 1900s gained and used the
confidence to control a relationship. And when war gave men
and women a sense of their own mortality, cooler and more
sexually open relations became the order of the day.

But the series does end on a romantic note, with Amanda
concluding that, while divorce rates may be increasing and
more people losing faith in the partners they thought they had
for life, we all still believe in the idea of ever-blissful union.
And it appears love is, even after all this time, all you need.
“Love is the one thing we still believe in,” she says. “We still
want the fairytale.” 

Peter Taylor-Whiffen

Our love affair
with love
The Trouble With Love – BBC 2, starting September 2,
7.30pm
Always check press for latest programme details

Amanda Vickery

University
of the air

Students played their way to two out of the top three placings in the annual staff v student golf match. Thirty four
golfers competed in the competition on May 17, with students Tim Buffery from Kettering, Northants, finishing in the
runner-up spot and Mark Stevens from Quorn, Leicestershire taking third place

Graduate Julia Newton is so
impressed with the help she
received during her studies that she

regularly talks about the OU on the radio.
When show host John Radford learned how

she combined single-parenthood, a job and her
studies he invited her to share her experiences
once a fortnight with listeners of his pro-
gramme on BBC Southern Counties Radio.

“I work in a beauty clinic and one of the
clients is another presenter from the station,”
said Julia, who lives in Brighton. “She was
interested in how I found time to do all these
things and spoke to John, who is a really big
supporter of adult education.

“In September I was invited to go to talk
about juggling all the different things going on
in my life and then John asked me if I would
come in once every two weeks.”

Julia, who completed her first class BA
Hons in Humanities with Classics last
year has since begun a part-time MA in
Classical Archaeology at University College
London.

“I frequently mention my early years with
the OU and how brilliant they were,” she added.

“John’s programme is very student friendly
and we have already had some email interest
from other mature students.”

Julia said she was keen to contribute to the
show because as someone who “won’t see 40
again”, she wanted to raise the profile of
mature students.

“I also wanted to show how possible it is to
gain a degree, in spite of all the hard work, late
nights and exam phobias.”

Julia, who hopes to go on to teach OU
students, said the flexibility of courses had
impressed her. “Bringing up a child on my own
and going out to work made that a vital
factor,” she said. “But the OU was such a great
adventure, too. I went to Greece four times to
support my studies, which was wonderful. And
I have met some wonderful people, many of
whom have become close friends.”

Sesame readers in the south-east of England
can hear Julia on John Radford’s Live In
Sussex show on alternate Friday mornings.
Tune in to BBC Southern Counties Radio at
95.5 or 104.5FM from 8.20am. Anyone who
would like to contact Julia can do so through
the show at John.Radford@bbc.co.uk

Julia in the studio with John Radford


